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CD1
1 I. Langsam (Adagio). Allegro con fuoco                               26.22

2 II. Nachtmusik. Allegro Moderato                                         16.07

CD2
1 III. Scherzo. Schattenhaft                                                      10.39

2 IV. Nachtmusik. Andante amoroso                                         14.30

3 V. Rondo-Finale. Allegro ordinario                                        20.02

Total timings:                                                                         87.44

PHILHARMONIA ORCHESTRA
LORIN MAAZEL CONDUCTOR

� www.signumrecords.com

GUSTAV MAHLER
SYMPHONY NO. 7

“On Mahler”

A century after his death, Mahler’s music
resonates more powerfully than ever. Its
unique mix of passionate intensity and
terrifying self-doubt seems to speak directly to
our age. One moment visionary, the next
despairing, this is music that sweeps us up in
its powerful current and draws us along in its
drama. We feel its moments of ecstatic rapture
and catastrophic loss as if they were our own.
This is not music for detached contemplation:
it matters to us, urgently and directly. Its
musical language may be Romantic, but what
makes Mahler’s music so distinctively modern
is its unflinching honesty – its embrace of the
contradictions of life and of art. Few
composers wrote music of such searing lyrical
intensity, nor music that is often ironic to the
point of parody. But it took a long time for this
unique tone to be understood; in his own
time, critics heard Mahler’s ability to see the
world from several perspectives as a sign of
insincerity. Today, we tend to read it as quite
the opposite.

2 3

Mahler’s earlier symphonies frequently draw
on the world of his Wunderhorn songs –
settings of simple folk poems about birds and
animals, saints and sinners, soldiers and their
lovers. But this apparently naive, even childlike
tone is found alongside vast musical
canvasses that depict the end of the world. In
quieter, more intimate movements, Mahler
seems to speak intimately and directly to the
listener, but the big outer movements are
addressed to the entire world. At its most
sentimental, Mahler’s music echoes the fairy-
tales of children’s picture books, yet in the
next moment it marches with gritted teeth and
unleashes terrifying violence.

All this makes for great symphonic dramas,
often lasting more than an hour, which imply a
vivid sense of storytelling without ever being
confined to a specific programme (as a young
man, Mahler adopted the idea of programmes
from the tone poems of Richard Strauss, but
soon abandoned them). This is a composer
who insisted that the symphony should
‘include the whole world’ – hence its
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bewildering mix of different characters, and
the sense that, for him, it worked rather like
the great novels of the 19th century, such as
those by Dostoyevsky or Balzac.

We should remember that Mahler was a man
of the theatre who, for the 30 years of his
professional life, spent most of his time and
energy conducting in the opera house. He
knew how to create an effect, to stage a scene
and to pace a drama. But, like anyone who has
worked in the theatre, he had an acute sense
that all art is ultimately artifice and make-
believe. His favourite writers were those whose
works underline their own fictionality which is
why, after the dust of the drama has settled,
there is a quality of Mahler’s music that recalls
the enchanted forest of Shakespeare’s A
Midsummer Night’s Dream.

Perhaps it is this many-sided character to the
music that feeds our fascination with Mahler
himself. Of course, this was fuelled by the
composer. Mahler subscribed fully to the
Romantic idea that art is made from the life of

the artist and, in comments to friends, letters,
and annotations on his scores, he encouraged
listening to his music as a kind of
autobiography, as Berlioz had before him.

But like all great art, Mahler’s music far
exceeds the life that made it, just as it far
exceeds his own age. His symphonies look
back to those of Beethoven and Schubert, but
at the same time forwards to the music of
Shostakovich and Britten. In his later works he
was increasingly drawn to the music of Bach,
at the same time that his own music was
revered by the young Schoenberg and his
pupils. This is music that crosses historical
boundaries – as contemporary and vital now
as it was a hundred years ago.

Maestro Lorin Maazel, 2011

Symphony No. 7 (1904-05)

This was the last of the purely instrumental
symphonies Mahler composed before
returning to the use of choral and solo voices
in the massive Eighth Symphony. It remains
one of his least known and, perhaps, his least
understood. Enigmatic, inscrutable, perplexing
– commentators all seem to reach for similar
descriptors. Even Mahler’s biographer, Henry-
Louis de La Grange, suggests that the Finale to
the Seventh was ‘perhaps the most bizarre
and disconcerting piece Mahler ever wrote.’ It
is hard to identify exactly why the Seventh has
developed such a reputation. In other regards,
it seems to slot comfortably into Mahler’s
oeuvre as the third of the three ‘middle-period’
instrumental symphonies, ‘the post-tragic,
ironic, riotous counterpart to the Sixth’ (as
Stephen Hefling described it). But, rather like
the Fourth, the Seventh Symphony declines to
conform to the model of a Mahler symphony
that even Mahlerians have come to expect.
Outwardly it seems to do similar things, but
there is something about its tone, the ways in
which it presents itself, that leaves a listener
with more questions than answers. 

In the absence of any obvious programmatic
hints, scattered comments about the work as a
kind of nocturnal journey, ending in the sunlight
of the Finale’s C major, seem to have stuck. The
Scherzo has the marking Schattenhaft
(shadowy, or ghostly), but the nocturnal
suggestion is made most strongly by the two
serenades that form the second and fourth
movements, each designated by Mahler as
Nachtmusik (night music). Alma suggested
that her husband was thinking of the Romantic
poetry of Eichendorff when he composed the
fourth movement, a writer whose work is
suffused with nocturnal landscapes evoked
through sound rather than imagery. But this
intriguing comment suggests a wider frame of
reference for the symphony as a whole. As is
clear in the Fourth Symphony, Mahler was
fascinated by the fairytale and the child’s
make-believe vision of the world, finding in
naïveté a kind of truth that he often sought to
express in his own music. His early attempts at
operas were based on fairytale stories (he had
no time for realism in opera) and one of his
favourite works was Humperdinck’s Hänsel
und Gretel, which he conducted many times. 
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His early songs and symphonies were shaped
by his settings of the folk poetry of Des Knaben
Wunderhorn whose rhymes evoke the world of
a child’s picture book. Unsurprisingly, Mahler
found himself out of step with the kind of
modernism represented by Richard Strauss or
younger composers like Alexander Zemlinsky.
While his contemporaries set the latest
modern poetry, Mahler’s favourite authors were
German Romantics from nearly a century
earlier - Jean Paul Richter and ETA Hoffmann. 

Why is this relevant? Because, over and again,
Mahler’s Seventh Symphony seems to work
like a fairytale and exhibits the same kind of
unpredictable twists and turns in its unfolding
as are found in the stories of his favourite
authors. In the Seventh he seems concerned
with the same fantastical landscapes and
characters, forever crossing a blurred
boundary between the real and the imaginary.
This is not to say that Mahler’s symphony is
based on any particular story, just that it works
like one and evokes a similar atmosphere.
Above all, it deploys the central Romantic
category of humour, constantly pulling the

carpet from under our feet and presenting
something one moment, only for it to turn out
to be quite another thing in the next. The result
is a symphony that is often characterised by
interruption and non sequitur. It makes for
some of Mahler’s most modernist music, but
whose unpredictable logic has its roots in
Romantic fiction. 

None of this is much in evidence at the start
of the first movement, which seems to pick up
where the Sixth Symphony left off, in funereal
mood. Over the sombre rhythmic
accompaniment of the orchestra, a tenor horn
enters with a strangely angular theme. Even
the tone of the instrument sounds strange in
this context, imported into the orchestra from
the brass band. Its rather alien sonority was
wonderfully characterised in Mahler’s
comment that it conjured up the ‘roaring of
nature’, using a German word for ‘roaring’ that
refers to the haunting call of a stag during the
rut. Just as he had done with the solo
trombone in the opening movement of the
Third Symphony, Mahler chose an instrument
whose very strangeness would arrest his

audience, signalling the idea of something
uncanny or wild, entering the familiar musical
space from an unknown territory. 

The slow march of the opening eventually
gives way to a much more energetic one in
which dark orchestral colours are replaced by
brighter sounds. As in the Sixth, the march
theme is contrasted with a more lyrical second
theme, the two often interrupting each other
without obvious preparation. This opposition is
itself interrupted by a passage in which the
violins of the orchestra deliver a kind of vocal
line - its melodic phrases are marked by little
pauses, turn figures and obvious ‘breaths’. The
march material returns periodically in this
movement, unrelenting and insistent, a kind of
treadmill that Mahler cannot manage to get
off. Various attempts are made to divert it and
take the music elsewhere. The most effective is
a passage that suspends the forward
movement of the march (rather like the
pastoral episode in the first movement of the
Sixth). Here the music approaches some
mysterious threshold; a trumpet sounds a
quiet fanfare, anticipating a moment of

resolution but one outside of the main
timeframe of the piece (motifs built on
superimposed fourths give this passage a
particularly ‘extraterrestrial’ atmosphere). The
threshold does indeed deliver the promised
breakthrough, a sudden luminous moment of
lyricism, but delivered pianissimo, the glimpse
of a vision still distant. Its move towards a firm
resolution is cut off by a return of the darkly
portentous tone of the opening. 

In a conventional symphonic first movement,
this moment of recapitulation, with its return
to the main key and opening theme, is a
powerfully affirmative gesture - a point of
arrival after the drama of the development. But
Mahler inverts this effect and creates its exact
opposite: the reconciliation glimpsed in the
preceding passage is silenced by the
negativity of the return to the opening
material. In place of the fullness imaged a
moment earlier, Mahler returns us to the
emptiness of the opening bars. The drama
begins again with the march theme attempting
to forge some progress, culminating in the
grand, though decidedly forceful gestures of
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the closing section. The last five bars break
through to the major key, but self-consciously
so, as if aware of the conventional nature of
their happy ending. 

The first Nachtmusik begins and ends with
the sounds of nature; a horn call, sent out
across the valley, is answered by a second
horn, while chattering woodwind lines evoke a
sense of the self-sufficient burbling of nature.
Later, the woodwind are marked in the score
as ‘like the voices of birds’. As the movement
proceeds the sounds of nature are mixed up
with the human world; passages of serenade
music emerge from this landscape, but
mingled with the sound of cowbells. It is one
of Mahler’s richest but most delicate
patchworks, a coming together of disparate
elements that, in the dark, one can never
quite identify. 

It has aspects of operatic scene painting
about it, but its closest analogy might be
found in one of the fantastic nocturnal
landscapes evoked in the novels of Jean Paul.
The opening horn calls are Mahler’s way of

signalling the different space of such a
nocturnal landscape, removed from the
quotidian world, as it is in German Romantic
poetry – an idyllic space in which the normal
rules of the everyday life do not apply, and in
which magical events come to pass, just like
Shakespeare’s setting for A Midsummer
Night’s Dream.

Compared to this idyllic space, Mahler’s third
movement signals a decidedly urban location.
This is one of his most radical Scherzo
movements, which begins by gradually piecing
together its musical fragments and ends by
allowing them once again to fall apart. Among
its assemblage of disconnected city sounds
are a collection of waltz fragments, in which
the melody is cut away from its
accompaniment figures and dissolved into
ungraspable, scurrying figures. The tone is
frequently veiled and the material hard to
grasp, but at other times exaggerated and
strident as the melodic line of the waltz is
stretched out over uncomfortably wide
intervals. Mahler foregrounds instruments not
normally given melodic prominence - the tuba,

the double bass, the contra-bassoon and a
solo viola. His orchestration breaks the
material down into constantly changing
colours and shapes; it comes together, builds
up momentum and then collapses, only to
start again. This movement is one of the most
modern Mahler ever wrote; it shares with
Berg’s Reigen movement from his Three Pieces
for Orchestra (1913-15) the sense of an
already ghostly picture of Vienna, on the brink
of its own collapse. 

The fourth movement, the second Nachtmusik,
frames itself as a serenade in its opening few
bars. A deliberately sentimental phrase in the
solo violin introduces the little serenade band,
a group of wind instruments accompanied by
guitar, harp and mandolin whose unpolished
character seem to have more in common with
Stravinsky’s The Soldier’s Tale (still several years
in the future) than the tradition of the Austro-
German symphony. While the mandolin looks
ahead to the orientalism of Das Lied von der
Erde, the guitar anticipates Berg’s use of it for
his tavern folk band in Wozzeck. It is perhaps in
this movement that the fairytale tone of the

Seventh Symphony is most prominent. Mahler
uses the familiar to create something that is
both nostalgic and disconcerting, but always
done with great lightness of touch. It is a world
apart both from the grim drama of the Sixth
Symphony or the monumentalism of the Eighth. 

The Rondo-Finale opens in rumbustious
fashion, with a flurry of fanfare figures in the
timpani and brass. The opening has often
been heard as a thinly veiled reference to the
overture to Wagner’s opera Die Meistersinger
von Nürnberg with which it shares a diatonic C
major tonality, a rich contrapuntal texture and
a sense of collective festival. But, unlike
Wagner’s overture, Mahler’s opening is
interrupted and its festivities cut short. To be
sure, the interruption is only temporary, but it
happens again and again. Indeed, the whole
movement is characterised by powerfully
energetic passages suddenly sidestepped by
non sequiturs. One section ends abruptly as
another starts, but always at a tangent to the
preceding one. The symphony as a whole is full
of framing devices that are subverted by what
follows them, throwing undue attention onto
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the frames themselves rather than the main
material. Its Finale in particular draws
attention to its own formal divisions and its
moments of rupture and hiatus. The result is a
sense of tremendous plurality as if, to
continue the Wagner reference, many different
groups of people are all converging upon the
same place. 

This plurality is only just held together by the
rondo returns of the opening fanfare material
– it comes seven times in all, exaggerating the
sense of an almost arbitrary return of the
opening festivity. That suspicion is underlined
by the heavy emphasis on the brass. Even a
critic well-disposed to Mahler, like Elsa
Bienenfeld, thought that the ‘shouting for joy’
in the brass tended to sound ‘coarse and
inelegant.’ It is no coincidence that Mahler had
used the same rondo form for the Finale of the
Fifth Symphony, with which this movement has
much in common. Whereas a sonata form has
a kind of one-directional, linear logic to it,
narrating its musical content like a 19th-
century novel, a rondo form, with its unrelated
episodes separated by returns of an opening

refrain, constructs a far more plural and multi-
directional scene. It confers upon this
symphony a sense that it is self-propelling,
more abstract and autonomous than earlier
Mahler works, which project a stronger sense
of dramatic plot. 

An opera conductor for his whole life, Mahler
was no stranger to theatrical gesture. When the
closing section ushers in an apparently
triumphal tolling of bells and bright C major
fanfares in the brass, it is hard to tell whether
he is being entirely serious. Just as one
suspects that this master of illusion has staged
a theatrical festival rather than a real one, he
seems, by force of sheer willpower, somehow to
have produced it as a reality after all. As the
horns ring out at the end like pealing bells, it
would be a hard-hearted listener who refuses
to believe in them. And yet the fairytale mode
lingers even here; the grand gestures may
suggest joy and affirmation, but the little twist,
in the penultimate bar of the whole symphony,
suggests you cannot be quite sure.
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residencies at the Marlowe Theatre in
Canterbury and the Three Choirs Festival. The
Philharmonia’s extensive touring schedule in
2014/15 included a major series in Taiwan
and Japan with Esa-Pekka Salonen, a tour to
Mexico, Colombia, Peru and Brazil with Vladimir
Ashkenazy, and concerts in France, Germany,
Austria, Belgium, Spain, Switzerland,
Luxembourg and Poland. 

During its first six decades, the Philharmonia
Orchestra has collaborated with most of the
great classical artists of the 20th century.
Conductors associated with the Orchestra
include Furtwängler, Richard Strauss, Toscanini,
Cantelli, Karajan and Giulini. Otto Klemperer
was the first of many outstanding Principal
Conductors, and other great names have
included Lorin Maazel (Associate Principal
Conductor), Sir Charles Mackerras (Principal
Guest Conductor), Riccardo Muti (Principal
Conductor and Music Director), Kurt Sanderling
(Conductor Emeritus) and Giuseppe Sinopoli
(Music Director). As well as Esa-Pekka Salonen,
current titled conductors are Christoph von

Dohnányi (Honorary Conductor for Life) and
Vladimir Ashkenazy (Conductor Laureate). 

The Philharmonia Orchestra continues to pride
itself on its long-term collaborations with the
finest musicians of our day, supporting new as
well as established artists. This policy extends
into the Orchestra itself, where many of the
players have solo or chamber music careers
alongside their work with the Orchestra. The
Philharmonia’s Martin Musical Scholarship
Fund has for many years supported talented
musicians at the start of their careers, including
an Orchestral Award, which allows two young
players every year to gain performing
experience within the Orchestra. 

The Orchestra is also recognised for its
innovative programming policy, at the heart of
which is a commitment to performing and
commissioning new works by leading
composers, among them the Artistic Director of
its Music of Today series, Unsuk Chin. Since
1945 the Philharmonia Orchestra has
commissioned more than 100 new works from

CDs and computer games. Under Esa-Pekka
Salonen a series of flagship, visionary projects
– City of Dreams: Vienna 1900 -1935 (2009),
Bill Viola’s Tristan und Isolde (2010), Infernal
Dance: Inside the World of Béla Bartók (2011)
and Woven Words, a celebration of Witold
Lutosławski’s centenary year – have been
critically acclaimed. The latest such project, City
of Light: Paris 1900-1950, was launched in
November 2014 and headlined the Orchestra’s
2014/15 season.

In 2015 the Orchestra celebrated the 20th

Anniversary of the foundation of its much
admired UK and International Residency
Programme, which began in 1995 with the
launch of its residencies at Bedford Corn
Exchange and London’s Southbank Centre.
During 2014/15 the Orchestra not only
performed more than 35 concerts at
Southbank Centre’s Royal Festival Hall, but also
entered its 18th year as Resident Orchestra of
De Montfort Hall in Leicester and its 14th year
as Orchestra in Partnership at The Anvil in
Basingstoke; and the fourth year of its

PHILHARMONIA ORCHESTRA

The Philharmonia Orchestra is one of the
world’s great orchestras. Acknowledged as the
UK’s foremost musical pioneer, with an
extraordinary recording legacy, the
Philharmonia leads the field for its quality of
playing, and for its innovative approach to
audience development, residencies, music
education and the use of new technologies in
reaching a global audience. Together with its
relationships with the world’s most sought-after
artists, most importantly its Principal Conductor
and Artistic Advisor Esa-Pekka Salonen, the
Philharmonia Orchestra is at the heart of British
musical life. 

Today, the Philharmonia has the greatest claim
of any orchestra to be the UK’s National
orchestra. It is committed to presenting the
same quality, live music making in venues
throughout the country as it brings to London
and the great concert halls of the world. The
Orchestra performs more than 150 concerts a
season, as well as recording scores for films,
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composers including Sir Harrison Birtwistle, Sir
Peter Maxwell Davies, Mark-Anthony Turnage
and James MacMillan.

Throughout its history, the Philharmonia
Orchestra has been committed to finding new
ways to bring its top quality live performance
to audiences worldwide, and to using new
technologies to achieve this. Many millions of
people since 1945 have enjoyed their first
experience of classical music through a
Philharmonia recording, and today audiences
engage with the Orchestra through computer
games, film scores, and through its YouTube
and Vimeo channels featuring almost 300
award-winning documentary films, which have
been watched by more than 3 million people
worldwide. An app, The Orchestra for iPad,
released in December 2012 and developed in
partnership with Esa-Pekka Salonen, Touch
Press and MusicSales, has sold tens of
thousands of copies and featured in Salonen’s
recent global advertising campaign for Apple’s
iPad Air.

In May 2010 the Orchestra’s digital ‘virtual
Philharmonia Orchestra’ project, RE-RITE, won
both the RPS Audience Development and
Creative Communication Awards, and after
appearances in London, Leicester and Lisbon,
toured to Dortmund in November 2011, Tianjin
in China in April/May 2012, Izmir (Turkey) in
June 2012, and in 2013 to Hamburg and the
Salzburg Festival. RE-RITE, devised with Esa-
Pekka Salonen, secured the Philharmonia’s
position as a digital innovator and its follow-up
audio-visual installation to RE-RITE, Universe of
Sound: The Planets, premièred at the Science
Museum from May to August 2012, receiving
more than 67,000 visitors. It won the 2012
RPS Award for Audiences and Engagement.
Both installations are at the heart of a major
two year audience development and education
initiative, iOrchestra (iOrchestra.co.uk), in
South West England during 2014 and 2015,
which attracted more than 45,000 participants
in its first 3 months of activity. iOrchestra also
features a new pop-up interactive digital music
installation, MusicLab, housed in a 13.5m

mobile trailer, which uses the latest
technologies to create a series of hands-on
musical games and interactions that are
designed to put the visitor in the shoes of a
composer, performer and producer.

Recording and broadcasting both continue to
play a significant part in the Orchestra’s
activities, notably through its partnership with
Signum Records, releasing new live recordings
of Philharmonia performances with its key
conductors. Since 2003 the Philharmonia has
enjoyed a major partnership with Classic FM,
as The Classic FM Orchestra on Tour, as well as
continuing to broadcast on BBC Radio 3.

www.philharmonia.co.uk
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LORIN MAAZEL
1930-2014

The world-renowned conductor, composer, and
mentor Maestro Lorin Maazel, devoted more
than 75 years of his life to music making.

A second-generation American, born in Paris on
March 6, 1930, Lorin Maazel began violin
lessons at age five and conducting lessons at
age seven. He studied with Vladimir
Bakaleinikoff, and appeared publicly for the
first time at age eight. Between ages nine and
15, he conducted most of the major American
orchestras, including the NBC Symphony at the
invitation of Arturo Toscanini. In the course of
his decades-long career, Maestro Maazel
conducted more than 150 orchestras in no
fewer than 5,000 opera and concert
performances. He made more than 300
recordings, including symphonic cycles of
complete orchestral works by Beethoven,
Brahms, Debussy, Mahler, Schubert,
Tchaikovsky, Rachmaninoff, and Richard
Strauss, winning ten Grands Prix du Disques.

Maestro Maazel was also a highly regarded
composer, with a wide-ranging catalog of works
written primarily over the last 15 years. His first
opera, 1984, based on George Orwell’s literary
masterpiece, had its world premiere at the
Royal Opera House, Covent Garden and a sold-
out revival at La Scala, Milan.

During his career, Maestro Maazel served as
Artistic Director of the Deutsche Oper Berlin
and General Manager of the Vienna State
Opera, as Music Director of the Radio
Symphony of Berlin, the Symphony Orchestra
of the Bavarian Radio, the Pittsburgh
Symphony, the Cleveland Orchestra, the Munich
Philharmonic, and the New York Philharmonic.
In the last year, he maintained an active
conducting schedule, leading 111 concerts in
2013 alone, from Oman to Munich.

A true citizen of the world, fluent in seven
languages, Maestro Maazel led orchestras and
performances around the globe. He viewed
music as a bridge-builder. During his career, he
worked in East Berlin and the former Soviet

Union. In February 2008, he and the New York
Philharmonic visited Pyongyang, North Korea, to
perform a concert broadcast on North Korean
state television, airing live internationally. “I have
always believed that the arts, per se, and their
exponents, artists, have a broader role to play
in the public arena. But it must be totally
apolitical, nonpartisan, and free of issue-
specific agendas. It is a role of the highest
possible order; bringing peoples and their
cultures together on common ground, where the
roots of peaceful interchange can imperceptibly
but irrevocably take hold,” he wrote in the Wall
Street Journal in 2008. The North Korean
defector singer Ji Hae Nam told CNN’s
Christiane Amanpour that the concert was: “an
opportunity for North Korean people to realize
that America is not as bad as they’ve learned.”

With his wife, Dietlinde Turban Maazel, he
founded the Castleton Festival in 2009 and has
held annual summer performances and training
seminars since then at state-of-the-art venues
they built on his Virginia farm. Knowing the
value of mentoring he himself benefited from

as a youth, Maestro Maazel established the
Castleton Festival with a mission: it would be a
“vista-opener,” in his words, an opportunity to
nurture young musicians through mentoring
and performing, to draw audiences to
performances showcasing young talent, and to
bring fresh energy to classical music alongside
established artists such as Denyce Graves and
Sir James Galway.

The Castleton Festival is Maestro Maazel’s
legacy. As the music soared, he rejoiced in
seeing young players, singers, and conductors
be transported to unimagined realms.
Addressing the audience at the June 28, 2014
opening night of the Castleton Festival, Maestro
Maazel described working with the young
orchestra and singers as a “more than a labour
of love – a labour of joy.” 
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“On Mahler”

A century after his death, Mahler’s music
resonates more powerfully than ever. Its
unique mix of passionate intensity and
terrifying self-doubt seems to speak directly to
our age. One moment visionary, the next
despairing, this is music that sweeps us up in
its powerful current and draws us along in its
drama. We feel its moments of ecstatic rapture
and catastrophic loss as if they were our own.
This is not music for detached contemplation:
it matters to us, urgently and directly. Its
musical language may be Romantic, but what
makes Mahler’s music so distinctively modern
is its unflinching honesty – its embrace of the
contradictions of life and of art. Few
composers wrote music of such searing lyrical
intensity, nor music that is often ironic to the
point of parody. But it took a long time for this
unique tone to be understood; in his own
time, critics heard Mahler’s ability to see the
world from several perspectives as a sign of
insincerity. Today, we tend to read it as quite
the opposite.

2 3

Mahler’s earlier symphonies frequently draw
on the world of his Wunderhorn songs –
settings of simple folk poems about birds and
animals, saints and sinners, soldiers and their
lovers. But this apparently naive, even childlike
tone is found alongside vast musical
canvasses that depict the end of the world. In
quieter, more intimate movements, Mahler
seems to speak intimately and directly to the
listener, but the big outer movements are
addressed to the entire world. At its most
sentimental, Mahler’s music echoes the fairy-
tales of children’s picture books, yet in the
next moment it marches with gritted teeth and
unleashes terrifying violence.

All this makes for great symphonic dramas,
often lasting more than an hour, which imply a
vivid sense of storytelling without ever being
confined to a specific programme (as a young
man, Mahler adopted the idea of programmes
from the tone poems of Richard Strauss, but
soon abandoned them). This is a composer
who insisted that the symphony should
‘include the whole world’ – hence its

CD1 Part 1. Veni, creator spiritus
1 I. Veni, creator spiritus            1.38

2 II. Imple superna gratia            6.04

3 III. Infirma nostri corporis         7.38

4 IV. Accede lumen                      5.41

5 V. Veni, creator spiritus            6.14

6 VI. Gloria sit Patri Domino         3.00

GUSTAV MAHLER
SYMPHONY NO. 8, ‘SYMPHONY OF A THOUSAND’

SALLY MATTHEWS SOPRANO MAGNA PECCATRIX
AILISH TYNAN SOPRANO UNA PŒNITENTIUM
SARAH TYNAN SOPRANO MATER GLORIOSA
SARAH CONNOLLY MEZZO-SOPRANO MULIER SAMARITANA
ANNE-MARIE OWENS MEZZO-SOPRANO MARIA ÆGYPTIACA
STEFAN VINKE TENOR DOCTOR MARIANUS
MARK STONE BARITONE PATER ECSTATICUS
STEPHEN GADD BARITONE PATER PROFUNDUS

CD2 Part 2. Final scene from Goethe’s Faust
1 I. Poco adagio                                                  12.16

2 II. Waldung, sie schwankt heran                          5.13

3 III. Ewiger Wonnebrand                                         1.46

4 IV. Wie Felsenabgrund Mir zu Füssen                   5.05

5 V. Gerettet ist das edle Glied                              3.49

6 VI. Und bleibt ein Erdenrest - 
Hier Ist die Aussicht frei                                 3.38

7 VII. Höchste Herrscherin der Welt                         6.52

8 VIII. Dir, der Unberührbaren                                   2.48

9 IX. Bei der Liebe                                                  6.33

10 X. Neige, Neige, du Ohnegleiche                          4.46

11 XI. Komm! Hebe dich                                           1.12

12 XII. Blicket auf zum Retterblick                             6.53

13 XIII. Alles Vergängliche                                           6.51

Total timings:                                                          98.00

PHILHARMONIA CHORUS
STEFAN BEVIER director                              
PHILHARMONIA VOICES
AIDAN OLIVER director                              
BBC SYMPHONY CHORUS
STEPHEN JACKSON director                              
BOYS OF THE ETON COLLEGE CHAPEL CHOIR       
TIM JOHNSON director

PHILHARMONIA ORCHESTRA
LORIN MAAZEL CONDUCTOR
www.signumrecords.com
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bewildering mix of different characters, and
the sense that, for him, it worked rather like
the great novels of the 19th century, such as
those by Dostoyevsky or Balzac.

We should remember that Mahler was a man
of the theatre who, for the 30 years of his
professional life, spent most of his time and
energy conducting in the opera house. He
knew how to create an effect, to stage a scene
and to pace a drama. But, like anyone who has
worked in the theatre, he had an acute sense
that all art is ultimately artifice and make-
believe. His favourite writers were those whose
works underline their own fictionality which is
why, after the dust of the drama has settled,
there is a quality of Mahler’s music that recalls
the enchanted forest of Shakespeare’s A
Midsummer Night’s Dream.

Perhaps it is this many-sided character to the
music that feeds our fascination with Mahler
himself. Of course, this was fuelled by the
composer. Mahler subscribed fully to the
Romantic idea that art is made from the life of

the artist and, in comments to friends, letters,
and annotations on his scores, he encouraged
listening to his music as a kind of
autobiography, as Berlioz had before him.

But like all great art, Mahler’s music far
exceeds the life that made it, just as it far
exceeds his own age. His symphonies look
back to those of Beethoven and Schubert, but
at the same time forwards to the music of
Shostakovich and Britten. In his later works he
was increasingly drawn to the music of Bach,
at the same time that his own music was
revered by the young Schoenberg and his
pupils. This is music that crosses historical
boundaries – as contemporary and vital now
as it was a hundred years ago.

Maestro Lorin Maazel, 2011

Symphony No. 8 (1906)

Even within Mahler’s extraordinary output, the
Eighth Symphony stands alone. It marks a kind
of extreme, not only for Mahler, but for the
Romantic symphony in general. Of course, it
requires famously large forces: the label
‘Symphony of a Thousand’, invented by a concert
agent for the first performance, may seem
exaggerated today, but that first performance
reputedly included 858 singers and 171
instrumental players. But it is more than a
question of size alone. Other Mahler symphonies
take longer to perform (the Third, for example),
and the combined forces of large orchestra,
chorus and solo voices had already been
deployed in his Second Symphony. There is,
nevertheless, something uniquely monumental
about the Eighth; alone among Mahler’s
symphonies, it speaks in an utterly affirmative
tone, without any trace of irony or self-doubt.

The première, conducted by the composer in
Munich on 12 September 1910, was the
greatest public success of Mahler’s life (just

seven months before his untimely death).
Thomas Mann was moved to suggest afterwards
that Mahler expressed ‘the art of our time in its
profoundest and most sacred form,’ and Mahler
himself referred to the Eighth Symphony as his
‘most important work’ and ‘greatest
achievement.’ But it had not always been so. In
the four years between its composition in 1906
and première in 1910, Mahler had effectively
been forced to resign as Music Director of the
Imperial Court Opera in Vienna and become
something of an exile, taking up a post at the
Metropolitan Opera in New York in 1907. As
both conductor and composer, the acclaim he
received had always been mixed with ferocious
personal criticism, much of it anti-Semitic in
nature. So the triumphant success of the Eighth,
Mahler’s monumental ‘gift to the nation’, must
have felt like a vindication of his own artistic
vision, and a homecoming that had eluded him
for 50 years.

The Eighth Symphony was largely composed in
a mere eight weeks of incandescent creativity,
in the summer of 1906, at Mahler’s lakeside
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retreat on the Wörthersee in the Austrian
province of Carinthia (Brahms used to spend
his summer holidays further down the lake). He
later described the process in terms that
anticipate Stravinsky’s account of composing
Le sacre du printemps: ‘The whole immediately
stood before my eyes,’ Mahler recalled, ‘I had
only to write it down, as if it had been dictated
to me.’ He would have been painfully aware of
the contrast with the previous year, when the
precious weeks of his composing summer, an
oasis in his hectic schedule as a conductor,
slipped away without inspiration, before he
belatedly found the opening bars of his
Seventh Symphony. Perhaps that memory
haunted him as he arrived at the Wörthersee in
June 1906 and seized immediately upon the
text of an ancient Latin hymn with its energetic
summons, ‘Veni, creator spiritus’ (‘Come,
creator spirit’).

Though Mahler’s sketches show that he
considered a more conventional four-
movement plan, in the end he decided to follow
‘Veni, creator spiritus’ with just one further

movement, a setting of nothing less than the
final scene of Goethe’s Faust, arguably the
most hallowed work of German dramatic
literature. Like Faust itself, Mahler’s Eighth thus
consists of two huge chunks - referred to simply
as Part I and Part II. It is remarkable that,
somehow, these balance each other out, given
that the second takes twice as long to perform
as the first, and that the first sets a medieval
hymn in a polyphonic style recalling the
Baroque cantata, while the second presents a
theatrical scene, with the soloists and chorus
taking on the roles of Goethe’s cast of
anchorites, saints and angels. The two texts
derive from completely different worlds
separated by a millennium: one a product of
9th-century Catholicism, the other of the
secular Romanticism of the early 19th century.
And yet Mahler finds a way of bridging this
divide, finding in both a common yearning for
transformation through the spirit of divine love.
This is, after all, his central theme and one that
runs through all his works - a quest to bridge
the aching chasm between the individual’s
existential solitude on the one hand and a

deep-seated homesickness for the all-
encompassing unity of nature on the other.
This is Romanticism on the grandest scale and
one of its last great musical statements. ‘Just
imagine the universe beginning to ring and
resound’, Mahler wrote of the Eighth, ‘these are
no longer human voices, but planets and suns
circling above.’

The very first sounds heard in this symphony
are the organ and then, a moment later, the
unaccompanied chorus, with the passionately
urgent call, ‘Come, creator spirit’. No other
Mahler symphony begins in such an obviously
ecclesiastical space nor is so led by the sound
of the human voice. The effect of the opening
is one of huge, irrepressible energy, binding
everything together in its powerful, headlong
rush. This, after all, is a Pentecost hymn, a
prayer to be lit up by the fire of the Spirit. But
the musical force unleashed is carefully
controlled; the collective energy of the opening
chorus gives way to a quieter, slower and more
lyrical section for the soloists (‘Imple superna
gratia’ - ‘Fill with supernatural grace’), a lightly

accompanied ensemble over which the first
soprano line soars ecstatically. Throughout the
symphony, Mahler resists over-using the power
of his amassed forces, most obviously by
contrasting the choral voices (two mixed choirs
and one boys’ choir) with solo voices (seven
soloists are used in Part I and eight in Part II).
This principle of contrast often makes for clear
A-B-A forms, as here in the opening section,
where the episode for the soloists is followed
by a return of the chorus and its initial
statement of ‘Veni, creator spiritus.’

Mahler draws out two opposing ideas from his
text: after the opening affirmation of strength,
infused with the divine spirit of creative energy,
comes a statement of human frailty (‘Infirma
nostri corporis’ - ‘The weakness of our bodies’).
The vitality of the opening ‘Veni’ here subsides
to a quite different music. Human weakness is
evoked by broken exchanges between the two
choirs, a halting lament that forms the
background to an anxious commentary by the
solo violin. This is an ‘all-too-human’ world,
mortal and frail, a picture of the world in the
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absence of the spirit evoked in the first section.
It is one that will later be recalled in Part II, but
for now its plea for spiritual sustenance,
intensified by the soloists following an
orchestral interlude, is answered by a great rush
of new energy (‘Accende lumen sensibus’ -
‘bring light to our senses’).

Mahler literally launches the music into a new
key at this point, but also a new tone,
highlighted by the addition of a boys’ choir. This
section fulfils the role of the development in a
more conventional symphonic movement, and
takes on a markedly battle-like character. The
dramatic opposition of different sections of the
choir and orchestra is Mahler’s response to a
line in the text about repelling the enemy. It
initiates a vast double fugue that leads the
music, without let up, to a grand reprise of the
‘Accende’ music. A recapitulation of the opening
‘Veni’ by the entire chorus restores the tone of
the opening and thus rounds out the whole
movement as one huge three-part form. There
is, however, no return to the music of human
frailty; instead, the music is steered towards its

conclusion by a final ‘Gloria’, given three times
– first by the boys’ choir, then by two soprano
soloists and finally by the whole chorus – but
then swept up in the surging torrent of sound
with which the movement ends.

The opening of Part II could not be more
different. After the electrifying sonority at the
close of Part I, we find ourselves in the utter
emptiness of a desert landscape. The only
sense of motion comes from the slow, circling
tread of the cellos and the basses, and the
distant calls of solitary woodwind instruments,
as if heard across a vast space. But this
lifelessness becomes the foil for an intense
longing, a yearning for spiritual sustenance.
Heard in the cellos and horn, this impassioned
protest sparks off a quite different kind of
musical voice, urgent and angular, raging against
the emptiness of this limbo state of the soul.

Mahler first sets this scene in the orchestra
alone, and then revisits it with the addition of
voices. The chorus assumes the role of a group
of anchorites, living among the rocks in a wild

landscape of forests and cliffs. The contrasting
passionate voice is taken up by two soloists,
the Pater Ecstaticus (baritone) and the Pater
Profundus (bass), who sense in the landscape
the immanence of divine presence (Mahler
chose not to set Goethe’s third anchorite, the
Pater Seraphicus). The intensity of their lyrical
yearning is expressed by a stretching of the
vocal line across wide intervals - an acoustic
symbol of the breaking of mortality as a
prelude to spiritual transformation.

The tortured, Wagnerian chromaticism of the
two solo voices is wonderfully dispelled by the
chorus of angels that follows, celebrating the
salvation of Faust’s soul (‘Gerettet ist’ -). Mahler
evokes the heavenly realm through a simplified
and deliberately naïve music – the simplicity of
folk music that he had explored earlier in his
career in his setting of texts from Des Knaben
Wunderhorn. A childlike aspect is underlined by
the return of the boys’ choir (as a ‘Chorus of
Blessed Boys’) and the entry of ‘The Younger
Angels.’ But these celestial voices are
temporarily interrupted by a return of the

music, from Part I, denoting human weakness
(complete with its distinctive solo violin
commentary). It serves here as a reminder of
the twofold nature of man – both earthly and
divine – which, as a chorus of ‘More Perfect
Angels’ tells us, only eternal love can separate.

The soul of the deceased Faust, now
transformed into the character of Doctor
Marianus (sung by the tenor soloist), appears
in the highest of the anchorites’ rocky cells. A
mere onlooker at first, watching the scene
unfold before him, he then comes to the fore
to herald the vision of the Mater Gloriosa, in
flight across the sky. This moment is marked by
an astonishing change of musical tone, from
the lyrical rapture of Doctor Marianus to an
otherworldly simplicity to represent the vision
of the Mater Gloriosa.

A shift from E flat to E major (Mahler’s ‘heavenly’
key) is combined with a sudden thinning of the
orchestral texture to leave only a hymn-like
melody in the violins, accompanied by a
harmonium and harp. The forward push of desire,
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and its yearning to overcome absence, gives
way to the stillness of fulfilled presence. In the
gradual ascent traced out by both text and music,
this luminous new sound evokes the achieved
space of some high, boundless plateau.

Three penitent women recall their own earlier
transgressions and forgiveness (Goethe’s
characters are based on specific individuals
from the Bible), and then Gretchen, Faust’s
earthly lover, now transformed into ‘Una
Poenitentium’, asks that the soul of Faust might
be allowed into heaven: ‘See how every earthly
bond of his old flame is divested by him.’ Faust’s
soul, raised by the vision of the Mater Gloriosa,
is transformed and received into heaven. The
music seems to come to a point of complete
rest, before a ‘Chorus Mysticus’ delivers the
closing lines of Goethe’s text. Their hushed
chorale, beginning as a mere whisper, expands
into the colossal sonority with which the work
ends. As Mahler tried to express, in a letter to
his wife, of June 1909, whereas Goethe’s play
has thus far represented the world in its

transitory and partial forms, in the closing
scene, what has so far been expressed merely
allegorically is now made real: ‘We have arrived,
we are at rest, we are in possession of that
which on earth we could only desire or strive for.’

As a musician, Mahler realises that sense of
arrival, first and foremost, through sound. Taken
as a whole, the musical journey of Part II traces
an ascent that matches Goethe’s final scene,
from the earthly realms of a rugged
mountainous landscape to the ethereal space
of heaven. In a quite literal way, it achieves this
by moving from the rougher sonority of the bass
and baritone soloists to the purer tones of the
upper register – the voices of boys and women,
and delicate orchestral sonorities that at times
anticipate the refined orientalism of Mahler’s
next work, Das Lied von der Erde. Well before
the Chorus Mysticus delivers Goethe’s iconic
final line, ‘womanhood everlasting draws us on
high’, we have already been borne aloft
musically by successive waves of sound
characterised as distinctly feminine.

But Mahler creates this transformation by more
than simply privileging female voices, upper
registers or delicate orchestration. The palpable
effect of his evocation of everlasting
womanhood also has to do with the way in
which he draws us into a universe of sound.
From the moment that the Mater Gloriosa
appears, as a wordless vision, the listener is
wrapped in a series of sonorous layers. The
music no longer moves forward, but expands in
successive waves. Whereas Part I enacts its
action-packed drama through an often
masculine and sometimes militaristic tone, Part
II concludes in a far more contemplative,
spatial and feminine tone. In its soaring
immensity and acoustic resonance, Part I might
be heard to evoke the vaulted architecture of a
Gothic cathedral; Part II seeks the release
experienced in the space of high mountains,
where the edge of the sky blurs with the deep
blue of space.

© Julian Johnson
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CD1 • Part 1.
Veni, creator spiritus
[1] Veni, creator spiritus, 
Mentes tuorum visita;
[2] Imple superna gratia,
Quae tu creasti pectora.

Qui diceris Paraclitus, 
Altissima donum Dei, 
Fons vivus, ignis, caritas, 
Et spiritalis unctio.

[3] Infirma nostri corporis, 
Virtute firmans perpeti;
[4] Accende lumen sensibus, 
Infunde amorem cordibus.

Hostem repellas longius, 
Pacemque dones protinus ; 
Ductore sic te praevio 
Vitemus omne noxium.

Tu septiformis munere, 
Digitus paternae dexterae.

Per te sciamus da Patrem, 
Noscamus [atque] Filium, 
[Te utriusque] Spiritum 

Come, Creator Spirit,
Dwell in our minds;
Fill with divine grace
The hearts of Thy creatures.

Thou named the Comforter 
Gift of God most high, 
Source of life, fire, love
And spiritual balm.

Our weak frames
Fortify with Thy eternal strength 
Inflame our senses with light, 
Pour love into our hearts.

Scatter the enemy,
Grant us Thy peace;
Our leader, go before, 
That we may shun all evil.

Grant us Thy sevenfold blessing, 
Thou right hand of the Father.

Grant us knowledge of the Father, 
And of the Son,
And faith in Thee, O Spirit,

Credamus omni tempore.

[5] Veni, creator spiritus ...

Da gaudiorum praemia, 
Da gratiarum munera. 
Dissolve litis vincula, 
Adstringe pacis foedera.

[6] Gloria Patri Domino 
Deo sit gloria et Filio 
Natoque, qui a mortuis 
Surrexit, ac Paraclito
In saeculorum saecula.

Veni, creator spiritus, ninth-century hymn,
formerly attrib. Hrabanus Maurus (c780–856)

CD2 • Part 2. 
Final Scene from Goethe’s Faust
Chor und Echo
[2] Waldung, sie schwankt heran, 
Felsen sie lasten dran, 
Wurzeln, sie klammern an, 
Stamm dicht an Stamm hinan. 
Woge nach Woge spritzt, 
Höhle, die tiefste, schützt. 
Löwen, sie schleichen stumm – 

Now and evermore.

Come, Creator Spirit ...

Grant us the foretaste of bliss, 
Grant us saving grace;
Free us from bonds of strife, 
Bind us with pacts of peace.

Glory be to God the Father, 
Glory be to God and to the Son 
Incarnate, who from the dead 
Arose, and to the Holy Spirit 
From everlasting to everlasting.

Chorus and Echo
Forests are swaying here,
rocks weight them downward sheer, 
roots clutching rocks appear,
trunk close by trunk is near.
Wave dashes after wave,
shelter hath deepest cave.
Lions, soft-footed, dumb,
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Freundlich um uns herum, 
Ehren geweihten Ort,
Heiligen Liebeshort.

Pater Ecstaticus (auf- und abschwebend)
[3] Ewiger Wonnebrand,
Glühendes Liebeband,
Siedender Schmerz der Brust, 
Schäumende Gotteslust.
Pfeile, durchdringet mich, 
Lanzen, bezwinget mich, 
Keulen, zerschmettert mich, 
Blitze, durchwettert mich!
Dass ja das Nichtige
Alles verflüchtige, 
Glänze der Dauerstern, 
Ewiger Liebe Kern.

Pater Profundus (tiefe Region)
[4] Wie Felsenabgrund mir zu Füssen
Auf tiefem Abgrund lastend ruht,
Wie tausend Bäche strahlend fliessen 
Zum grausen Sturz des Schaums der Flut, 
Wie strack, mit eignem kräftigen Triebe, 
Der Stamm sich in die Lüfte trägt –
So ist es die allmächtige Liebe,
Die alles bildet, alles hegt.

friendly around us come,
honouring the sacred place,
refuge of love and grace.

Pater Ecstaticus (hovering high and low) 
Endless ecstatic fire,
glow of pure love’s desire,
pangs of the yearning breast, 
rapture in God to rest.
Arrows, pierce through me here, 
Lances, subdue me here, 
bludgeons, come, batter me, 
lightnings, come, shatter me, 
that my mortality
flee from reality,
endless star shine above, 
core of eternal love.

Pater Profundus (from the depths)
As chasms at my feet descending
burden the chasms more profound,
as a thousand radiant streams are wending 
to foaming cataracts’ awesome bound,
as, by its own strong impulse driven,
the tree mounts upward, straight and tall, 
so to Almighty Love ‘tis given
to fashion all, to cherish all.

Ist um mich her ein wildes Brausen, 
Als wogte Wald und Felsengrund, 
Und doch stürzt, liebevoll im Sausen, 
Die Wasserfülle sich zum Schlund, 
Berufen, gleich das Tal zu wässern; 
Der Blitz, der flammend niederschlug, 
Die Atmosphäre zu verbessern,
Die Gift und Dunst im Busen trug –
Sind Liebesboten, sie verkünden,
Was ewig schaffend uns umwallt. 
Mein Innres mög’ es auch entzünden,
Wo sich der Geist, verworren, kalt, 
Verquält in stumpfer Sinne Schranken, 
Scharf angeschlossnem Kettenschmerz. 
O Gott! Beschwichtige die Gedanken, 
Erleuchte mein bedürftig Herz!

Engel (schwebend in der höheren Atmosphäre,
Faustens Unsterbliches tragend)
[5] Gerettet ist das edle Glied
Der Geisterwelt vom Bösen,
„Wer immer strebend sich bemüht, 
Den können wir erlösen.“
Und hat an ihm die Liebe gar
Von oben teilgenommen, 
Begegnet ihm die selige Schar
Mit herzlichem Willkommen.

All round me is a savage roaring
as if swayed wood and rocky steep;
yet plunges, lovely in its pouring,
the wealth of water to the deep, 
summoned below, the vale to brighten, 
the bolt that fell with sudden flare,
the atmosphere to cleanse and lighten 
which in its bosom poison bare, 
heralds of love are they, proclaiming 
creative powers that us enfold.
May they, my inner self inflaming, 
quicken my soul confused and cold,
its blunted senses galled unceasing,
bound fast in chains that cramp and smart. 
O God! these thoughts of mine appeasing 
illumine Thou my needy heart!

Angels (hovering in the upper atmosphere,
bearing Faust’s immortal essence)
Lo! rescued is this noble one
from evil machination;
Who e’er aspiring, struggles on,
for him there is salvation.
And if to him Celestial Love
its favouring grace has given,
the Blessed Host comes from Above
and welcomes him to Heaven
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Chor Seliger Knaben
(um die höchsten Gipfel kreisend)
Hände verschlinget
Freudig zum Ringverein,
Regt euch und singet
Heilige Gefühle drein! 
Göttlich belehret, 
Dürft ihr vertrauen; 
Den ihr verehret, 
Werdet ihr schauen.

Die Jüngeren Engel
Jene Rosen aus den Händen 
Liebend-heiliger Büsserinnen 
Halfen uns den Sieg gewinnen 
Und das hohe Werk vollenden, 
Diesen Seelenschatz erbeuten. 
Böse wichen, als wir streuten, 
Teufel flohen, als wir trafen.
Statt gewohnter Höllenstrafen 
Fühlten Liebesqual die Geister; 
Selbst der alte Satansmeister
War von spitzer Pein durchdrungen. 
Jauchzet auf! Es ist gelungen.

Die Vollendeteren Engel (Chor mit Altsolo)
[6] Und bleibt ein Erdenrest 

Chorus of Blessed Boys
(circling the highest peak)
Hand in hand clinging, 
in a glad ring unite, 
soaring and singing, 
feeling a pure delight. 
Godlike the yearning, 
confident be;
for whom we’re yearning,
Him shall ye see.

The Younger Angels
Roses sainted women spended, 
Penitent through mercy glorious, 
Helped to make the fight victorious, 
that the lofty work be ended,
that be won this spirit-treasure.
Demons shrank in sore displeasure, 
devils fled the roses’ flinging.
Not with wonted hell-pangs stinging, 
love-pangs brought them to disaster 
even the old Satan-Master
by sharp pain was penetrated.
Shout with you! It’s consummated!

The More Perfect Angels (Chorus with alto solo)
Still earthly rests remain 

Zu tragen peinlich;
Und wär’ er von Asbest, 
Er ist nicht reinlich. 
Wenn starke Geisteskraft 
Die Elemente
An sich herangerafft, 
Kein Engel trennte 
Geeinte Zwienatur 
Der innigen beiden, 
Die ewige Liebe nur 
Vermag’s zu scheiden.

Die Jüngeren Engel
Jene Rosen aus den Händen
liebend-heiliger Büsserinnen 
halfen uns den Sieg gewinnen, 
und das hohe Werk vollenden!
Ich spür’ soeben,
Nebelnd um Felsenhöh’,
Ein Geisterleben
Regend sich in der Näh’. 
Seliger Knaben
Ich seh‘ bewegte Schar,
Los von der Erde Druck,
Im Kreis gesellt,
Die sich erlaben
Am neuen Lenz und Schmuck 
Der obern Welt.

which have oppressed us;
they’d not be pure of stain, 
though of asbestos.
When every element 
strong spirit-forces
have borne away and blent, 
no angel divorces
the natures two in one,
so close they weave them; 
Eternal Love alone
can ever cleave them.

The Younger Angels
Roses sainted women spent, 
penitent through mercy glorious, 
helped to make the fight victorious, 
that the lofty work be ended.
Mist-like round yonder height, 
I’m just discovering
where in approaching flight 
spirit-life’s hovering.
I see a host draw near
of Blessed Boys,
freed from the stress of earth, 
circling, united!
They taste the joys
of spring in their new birth, 
therein delighted.
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Chor Seliger Knaben
Freudig empfangen wir 
Diesen im Puppenstand;
Also erlangen wir 
Englisches Unterpfand. 
Löset die Flocken los,
Die ihn umgeben!
Schon ist er schön und groß 
Von heiligem Leben.

Doctor Marianus
(in der höchsten, reinlichsten Zelle)
Hier ist die Aussicht frei,
Der Geist erhoben.
Dort ziehen Fraun vorbei,
Schwebend nach oben. 
Die Herrliche mittenin 
Im Sternenkranze,
Die Himmelskönigin, 
Ich seh’s am Glanze.

[7] Höchste Herrscherin der Welt! 
Lasse mich im blauen, 
Ausgespannten Himmelszelt 
Dein Geheimnis schauen. 
Billige, was des Mannes Brust 
Ernst und zart beweget

Chorus of Blessed Boys
Glad we’re receiving now 
him as a chrysalis,
thereby achieving now 
pledge of angelic bliss. 
Loosen all earthly flakes
that cling around him;
fair and great now he wakes, d
ivine life has crowned him.

Doctor Marianus
(in the highest, purest essence)
Here is the outlook free, 
the soul uplifting. 
Women I yonder see, 
heavenward drifting,
and glorious, midway seen, 
star-crowned, yet tender, 
Heaven’s own lofty Queen! 
It is Her splendour.

Highest mistress of the world, 
let me, of Thy pleasure,
see Thy mystery unfurled
in the vaulted azure.
Look with grace on what doth move 
human hearts to greet Thee

Und mit heiliger Liebeslust 
Dir entgegenträget. 
Unbezwinglich unser Mut, 
Wenn du hehr gebietest; 
Plötzlich mildert sich die Glut, 
Wie du uns befriedest

Doctor Marianus und Chor
Jungfrau, rein im schönsten Sinne, 
Mutter, Ehren würdig,
Uns erwählte Königin,
Göttern ebenbürtig.
Um sie verschlingen 
sich leichte Wölkchen,
sind Büsserinnen,
ein zartes Völkchen, 
um ihre Kniee
den Äther schlürfend, 
Gnade bedürfend.

Chor
[8] Dir, der Unberührbaren,
Ist es nicht benommen,
Dass die leicht Verführbaren 
Traulich zu dir kommen.
In die Schwachheit hingerafft, 
Sind sie schwer zu retten.
Wer zerreisst aus eigner Kraft 

and with holy bliss of love
bears them up to meet Thee. 
All invincible we feel
when supreme Thou willest, 
swiftly tempered is our zeal 
when its glow Thou stillest.

Doctor Marianus and Chorus
Virgin, pure in fairest sense, 
Mother sweet, supernal,
chosen Queen of our defence,
peer of gods eternal! 
Little clouds circle 
around Her splendour:
penitent women,
of natures tender, 
ether respiring,
at Her knees pleading, 
Her mercy needing.

Chorus
O Thou of immaculate ray,
from Thee ‘tis not taken
that those lightly led astray 
come with trust unshaken.
Rapt away, to weakness prone,
it is hard to save them.
Who by their own strength alone 
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Der Gelüste Ketten?
Wie entgleitet schnell der Fuss 
Schiefem, glattem Boden?

Chor die Büsserinnen
(und una Poenitentium)
Du schwebst zu Höhen 
Der ewigen Reiche, 
Vernimm das Flehen, 
Du Gnadenreiche,
Du Ohnegleiche!

Magna Peccatrix (St Lucae VII, 36)
[9] Bei der Liebe, die den Füssen 
Deines gottverklärten Sohnes 
Tränen liess zum Balsam fliessen 
Trotz des Pharisäerhohnes; 
Beim Gefässe, das so reichlich 
Tropfte Wohlgeruch hernieder, 
Bei den Locken, die so weichlich 
Trockneten die heiligen Glieder –

Mulier Samaritana (St. Joh. IV)
Bei dem Bronn, zu dem schon weiland 
Abram liess die Herde führen;
Bei dem Eimer, der dem Heiland
Kühl die Lippe durft’ berühren;

rend the lusts that slave them?
Whose foot does not slip awhile
on steep, slippery places?

Chorus of Penitent Women 
(and una  Poenitentium)
To heights art soaring 
of realms eternal,
hear our imploring, 
Matchless, Maternal, 
of grace supernal!

Magna Peccatrix (Luke 7: 36)
By the love that ever glowing
for Thy Son, the Heaven-born,
shed warm tears to balsam flowing 
spite of Pharisaic scorn;
by the box whose ointment precious 
dropped its perfume rare and sweet; 
by the locks whose gentle meshes 
dried the Saviour’s holy feet –

Mulier Samaritana (John 4)
By the well to which were driven 
Abram’s herds in days of yore;
by the pitcher once ‘twas given 
our dear Saviour to restore,

Bei der reinen, reichen Quelle, 
Die nun dorther sich ergiesset, 
Überflüssig, ewig helle,
Rings durch alle Welten fliesst –

Maria Ægyptiaca (Acta Sanctorum)
Bei dem hochgeweihten Orte, 
Wo den Herrn man niederliess, 
Bei dem Arm, der von der Pforte, 
Warnend mich zurücke stiess; 
Bei der vierzigjährigen Busse, 
Der ich treu in Wüsten blieb,
Bei dem seligen Scheidergrusse, 
Den im Sand ich niederschrieb –

Zu Drei
Die du großen Sünderinnen 
Deine Nähe nicht verweigerst 
Und ein büßendes Gewinnen 
In die Ewigkeiten steigerst, 
Gönn’ auch dieser guten Seele, 
Die sich einmal nur vergessen, 
Die nicht ahnte, dass sie fehlte, 
Dein Verzeihen angemessen!

Una Poenitentium
(sonst Gretchen genannt, sich anschmiegend)
[10] Neige, neige,

by the spring, rich and supernal, 
whence flow waters far and wide, 
overflowing, bright, eternal,
pouring through the worlds their tide –

Maria Ægyptiaca (Acts of the Saints)
By the sacred place where mortals 
our dear Master’s body laid;
by the arm which at the portals 
warningly my entrance stayed;
by the forty years’ repentance 
truly passed in desert-land;
by the blessed farewell sentence 
that I wrote upon the sand –

All Three
Thou who women greatly sinning 
grantest to come nigh to Thee,
by sincere repentance winning
bliss through all eternity,
grant to this good soul Thy blessing, 
who but once herself forgot,
who knew not she was transgressing, 
pardon meet refuse Thou not!

Una Poenitentium 
(formerly called Gretchen, approaching closely)
Bend, oh bend now,
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Du Ohnegleiche,
Du Strahlenreiche,
Dein Antlitz gnädig meinem Glück! 
Der früh Geliebte,
Nicht mehr Getrübte,
Er kommt zurück.

Selige Knaben
(in Kreisbewegung sich nähernd)
Er überwächst uns schon
An mächtigen Gliedern,
Wird treuer Pflege Lohn
Reichlich erwidern.
Wir wurden früh entfernt 
Von Lebechören;
Doch dieser hat gelernt, 
Er wird uns lehren.

Una Poenitentium
Vom edlen Geisterchor umgeben, 
Wird sich der Neue kaum gewahr,
Er ahnet kaum das frische Leben,
So gleicht er schon der heiligen Schar. 
Sieh! Wie er jedem Erdenbande
Der alten Hülle sich entrafft,
Und aus ätherischem Gewande
Hervortritt erste Jugendkraft! 

Matchless, attend Thou,
Thy radiance spend now,
look on my bliss in charity. 
My early lover,
his troubles over,
comes back to me.

Chorus of Blessed Boys 
(approaching in a circular movement)
Mighty of limb, he towers
already above us;
soon for this care of ours 
richly he’ll love us.
Early were we removed, 
life did not reach us;
but he has learned and loved 
and he will teach us.

Una Poenitentium
Girt by the noble choir of Heaven, 
himself the new-come scarcely knows, 
scarce feels the fresh life newly given 
ere like the holy throng he grows;
see! how each earthly bond he’s riven, 
from that old vesture freed at length, 
now in ethereal garb of Heaven 
appears his pristine, youthful strength, 

Vergönne mir, ihn zu belehren, 
Noch blendet ihn der neue Tag.

Mater Gloriosa
[11] Komm! Hebe dich zu höhern Sphären! 
Wenn er dich ahnet, folgt er nach.

Doctor Marianus (auf dem Angesicht anbetend)
[12] Blicket auf zum Retterblick, 
Alle reuig Zarten,
Euch zu seligem Geschick 
Dankend umzuarten! 
Werde jeder bess’re Sinn 
Dir zum Dienst erbötig; 
Jungfrau, Mutter, Königin, 
Göttin, bleibe gnädig!

Chorus Mysticus
[13] Alles Vergängliche
Ist nur ein Gleichnis; 
Das Unzulängliche, 
Hier wird’s Ereignis; 
Das Unbeschreibliche, 
Hier ist’s getan;
Das Ewig-Weibliche 
Zieht uns hinan.
Faust, Part 2, Act 5, final scene (published 1832), by Johann
Wolfgang von Goethe (1749–1832) 

Faust translation by George Madison Priest, 1932

oh, grant that I may now instruct him, 
since blinds him still the new-born day.

Mater Gloriosa
Come, rise to higher spheres! Conduct him! 
If he feels thee, he’ll go thy way.

Doctor Marianus (in prostrate worship)
Penitents, look up, elate,
where ye see salvation;
grateful, to you blessed fate
grow through re-creation. 
May each better sense be keen i
n Thy service precious;
O Thou Virgin, Mother, Queen, 
Goddess, be Thou gracious!

Chorus Mysticus
All earth comprises
is symbol alone;
what there ne’er suffices 
as fact here is known; 
all past the humanly 
wrought here in love; 
the Eternal-Womanly 
draws us above.
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Philharmonia’s extensive touring schedule in
2014/15 included a major series in Taiwan
and Japan with Esa-Pekka Salonen, a tour to
Mexico, Colombia, Peru and Brazil with Vladimir
Ashkenazy, and concerts in France, Germany,
Austria, Belgium, Spain, Switzerland,
Luxembourg and Poland. 

During its first six decades, the Philharmonia
Orchestra has collaborated with most of the
great classical artists of the 20th century.
Conductors associated with the Orchestra
include Furtwängler, Richard Strauss, Toscanini,
Cantelli, Karajan and Giulini. Otto Klemperer
was the first of many outstanding Principal
Conductors, and other great names have
included Lorin Maazel (Associate Principal
Conductor), Sir Charles Mackerras (Principal
Guest Conductor), Riccardo Muti (Principal
Conductor and Music Director), Kurt Sanderling
(Conductor Emeritus) and Giuseppe Sinopoli
(Music Director). As well as Esa-Pekka Salonen,
current titled conductors are Christoph von
Dohnányi (Honorary Conductor for Life) and
Vladimir Ashkenazy (Conductor Laureate). 

The Philharmonia Orchestra continues to pride
itself on its long-term collaborations with the
finest musicians of our day, supporting new as
well as established artists. This policy extends
into the Orchestra itself, where many of the
players have solo or chamber music careers
alongside their work with the Orchestra. The
Philharmonia’s Martin Musical Scholarship
Fund has for many years supported talented
musicians at the start of their careers, including
an Orchestral Award, which allows two young
players every year to gain performing
experience within the Orchestra. 

The Orchestra is also recognised for its
innovative programming policy, at the heart of
which is a commitment to performing and
commissioning new works by leading
composers, among them the Artistic Director of
its Music of Today series, Unsuk Chin. Since
1945 the Philharmonia Orchestra has
commissioned more than 100 new works from
composers including Sir Harrison Birtwistle, Sir
Peter Maxwell Davies, Mark-Anthony Turnage
and James MacMillan.

series of flagship, visionary projects – City of
Dreams: Vienna 1900 -1935 (2009), Bill Viola’s
Tristan und Isolde (2010), Infernal Dance: Inside
the World of Béla Bartók (2011) and Woven
Words, a celebration of Witold Lutosławski’s
centenary year – have been critically acclaimed.
The latest such project, City of Light: Paris 1900-
1950, was launched in November 2014 and
headlined the Orchestra’s 2014/15 season.

In 2015 the Orchestra celebrated the 20th

Anniversary of the foundation of its much
admired UK and International Residency
Programme, which began in 1995 with the
launch of its residencies at Bedford Corn
Exchange and London’s Southbank Centre.
During 2014/15 the Orchestra not only
performed more than 35 concerts at
Southbank Centre’s Royal Festival Hall, but also
entered its 18th year as Resident Orchestra of
De Montfort Hall in Leicester and its 14th year
as Orchestra in Partnership at The Anvil in
Basingstoke; and the fourth year of its
residencies at the Marlowe Theatre in
Canterbury and the Three Choirs Festival. The

PHILHARMONIA ORCHESTRA

The Philharmonia Orchestra is one of the world’s
great orchestras. Acknowledged as the UK’s
foremost musical pioneer, with an extraordinary
recording legacy, the Philharmonia leads the
field for its quality of playing, and for its
innovative approach to audience development,
residencies, music education and the use of
new technologies in reaching a global audience.
Together with its relationships with the world’s
most sought-after artists, most importantly its
Principal Conductor and Artistic Advisor Esa-
Pekka Salonen, the Philharmonia Orchestra is
at the heart of British musical life. 

Today, the Philharmonia has the greatest claim
of any orchestra to be the UK’s National
orchestra. It is committed to presenting the same
quality, live music making in venues throughout
the country as it brings to London and the great
concert halls of the world. The Orchestra
performs more than 150 concerts a season, as
well as recording scores for films, CDs and
computer games. Under Esa-Pekka Salonen a
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Throughout its history, the Philharmonia
Orchestra has been committed to finding new
ways to bring its top quality live performance
to audiences worldwide, and to using new
technologies to achieve this. Many millions of
people since 1945 have enjoyed their first
experience of classical music through a
Philharmonia recording, and today audiences
engage with the Orchestra through computer
games, film scores, and through its YouTube
and Vimeo channels featuring almost 300
award-winning documentary films, which have
been watched by more than 3 million people
worldwide. An app, The Orchestra for iPad,
released in December 2012 and developed in
partnership with Esa-Pekka Salonen, Touch
Press and MusicSales, has sold tens of
thousands of copies and featured in Salonen’s
recent global advertising campaign for Apple’s
iPad Air.

In May 2010 the Orchestra’s digital ‘virtual
Philharmonia Orchestra’ project, RE-RITE, won
both the RPS Audience Development and
Creative Communication Awards, and after

appearances in London, Leicester and Lisbon,
toured to Dortmund in November 2011, Tianjin
in China in April/May 2012, Izmir (Turkey) in
June 2012, and in 2013 to Hamburg and the
Salzburg Festival. RE-RITE, devised with Esa-
Pekka Salonen, secured the Philharmonia’s
position as a digital innovator and its follow-up
audio-visual installation to RE-RITE, Universe of
Sound: The Planets, premièred at the Science
Museum from May to August 2012, receiving
more than 67,000 visitors. It won the 2012
RPS Award for Audiences and Engagement.
Both installations are at the heart of a major
two year audience development and education
initiative, iOrchestra (iOrchestra.co.uk), in
South West England during 2014 and 2015,
which attracted more than 45,000 participants
in its first 3 months of activity. iOrchestra also
features a new pop-up interactive digital music
installation, MusicLab, housed in a 13.5m
mobile trailer, which uses the latest
technologies to create a series of hands-on
musical games and interactions that are
designed to put the visitor in the shoes of a
composer, performer and producer.

Recording and broadcasting both continue to
play a significant part in the Orchestra’s
activities, notably through its partnership with
Signum Records, releasing new live recordings
of Philharmonia performances with its key
conductors. Since 2003 the Philharmonia has
enjoyed a major partnership with Classic FM,
as The Classic FM Orchestra on Tour, as well as
continuing to broadcast on BBC Radio 3.

www.philharmonia.co.uk

SALLY MATTHEWS SOPRANO

Sally Matthews was the winner of the 1999
Kathleen Ferrier Award. She studied with Cynthia
Jolly and Johanna Peters and completed the
Opera Course at the Guildhall School of Music
and Drama in 2000. She was a member of The
Royal Opera, Covent Garden Young Artist
Programme from 2001 to 2003 and was part
of the BBC New Generation Artists. She currently
studies with Paul Farringdon.

Sally sings with all the leading UK orchestras,
and abroad with orchestras including the Berlin

Philharmonic, the San Francisco Symphony, Le
Cercle de l’Harmonie, the Mahler Chamber
Orchestra and the Bayerische Rundfunk
Orchester, working with conductors including Sir
Simon Rattle, Sir Mark Elder, Bernard Haitink,
Robin Ticciati, Lorin Maazel, Kent Nagano,
Daniel Harding, Seiji Osawa, Antonio Pappano,
Michael Tilson Thomas and Valery Gergiev.

In 2001 she made her Royal Opera debut as
Nannetta in Falstaff with Bernard Haitink. Since
then, roles at Covent Garden have included Pamina
in Die Zauberflöte; Fiordiligi in Così fan tutte;
Blanche in Les Dialogues de Carmélites; Sifare in
Mitridate and Anne Truelove in The Rake’s Progress.

Sally also sings regularly at Glyndebourne
Festival Opera, Dutch National Opera, and
Bayerische Staatsoper, Munich. 

As a recitalist, Sally has appeared with pianist
Simon Lepper at the Concergebouw Hall,
Amsterdam, La Monnaie, Brussels and regular
appearances at Wigmore Hall, London have
included performances with the Nash
Ensemble, as well as solo recitals.
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AILISH TYNAN SOPRANO

Irish soprano, Ailish Tynan trained at Trinity
College Dublin, the Royal Irish Academy of
Music and the Guildhall School of Music and
Drama, London. She won the BBC Cardiff
Singer of the World Rosenblatt Recital Prize in
2003, was a Young Artist for the Royal Opera
House, Covent Garden and a BBC New
Generation Artist.

She has performed in many of the world’s
leading opera houses including the Royal
Opera House Covent Garden, Royal Swedish
Opera, Glyndebourne, Houston Grand Opera,
Seattle Opera, Teatro alla Scala and Théâtre
du Capitole. Roles include Sophie in Der
Rosenkavalier, title roles in The Cunning Little
Vixen and Hänsel und Gretel, Héro in Béatrice
et Bénédict, Pamina in Die Zauberflöte, Atalanta
in Xerxes and Susanna in Le nozze di Figaro.

Ailish is a prolific concert and recording artist
and works frequently with British and
international orchestras. Career highlights to
date include performances of Mahler’s

Symphony No. 8 with the Accademia
Nazionale di Santa Cecilia under Sir Antonio
Pappano, the Frankfurt Radio Symphony
Orchestra under Paavo Järvi and the London
Symphony Orchestra under Valery Gergiev, and
Mahler’s Symphony No. 4 with the Hallé under
Sir Mark Elder and the Prague Symphony
Orchestra under Jac van Steen. A regular at the
BBC Proms, her performances have included
Glière’s Concerto for coloratura soprano, Bella
in Tippett’s The Midsummer Marriage and
Chabrier’s Ode à la musique in a First Night
appearance.

On the recital platform Ailish is noted for the
breadth of her repertory, and is an exponent of
French song. She appears regularly at
Wigmore Hall and other concert halls and
festivals with pianists including Iain Burnside,
Graham Johnson, András Schiff and James
Baillieu. Recordings include Fauré Mélodies
(Opus Arte) and An Irish Songbook & A Purse
of Gold (Signum Classics).

SARAH TYNAN SOPRANO

British soprano Sarah Tynan is much sought
after on both the opera and concert platforms,
regularly performing with leading orchestras
and ensembles.

In the 2014/15 season Saray Tynan sang the
world première of Dai Fujikura’s Solaris at
Théâtre des Champs-Élysées, Opéra de Lille and
Opéra de Lausanne. Other highlights included
Romilda in Xerxes at English National Opera, Ryan
Wigglesworth’s Augenlieder with the City of
Birmingham Symphony Orchestra, Handel’s
Messiah with Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra,
Orff’s Carmina Burana with the BBC Philharmonic
and Royal Philharmonic Orchestra and Haydn’s
Creation with the Handel & Haydn Society. 

Recent opera engagements include Manon
Lescaut in Henze’s Boulevard Solitude at Welsh
National Opera, Roggiero in Tancredi at Théâtre
des Champs-Élysées, Marzelline in Fidelio at
ENO, Cleopatra in Giulio Cesare and Carrie
Pipperidge in Carousel at Opera North, Sharon
Disney in Philip Glass’s The Perfect American at
Teatro Real, Madrid and ENO, Adina in L’elisir

d’amore at Opera Holland Park, Susanna in Le
nozze di Figaro at Cincinnati Opera, Iris in
Semele at La Monnaie, Dalinda in Ariodante at
Opera de Oviedo, Servilia in La Clemenza di
Tito with the Orchestra of the Age of
Enlightenment, and Nono’s Al gran sole carico
d’amore at the Salzburg Festival. At the ENO,
she has also sung Adina, Sophie in Der
Rosenkavalier, Ilia in Idomeneo, Zerlina in Don
Giovanni, Susanna in The Marriage of Figaro,
and Tytania in A Midsummer Night’s Dream.

On the concert platform, Sarah Tynan recently
sang Mahler’s Symphony No. 8 with the Royal
Scottish National Orchestra, Gala concerts with
the Orchestra of Opera North and
Mendelssohn’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream at
Glyndebourne. Previous to this, Tynan has sung
Valencienne in The Merry Widow with the
Philharmonia Orchestra, Carmina Burana with
London Philharmonic Orchestra and BBC
National Orchestra of Wales, Campra in Le
Carnaval de Venise with Le Concert Spirituel
and Hervé Niquet, Haydn’s Creation with
Indianapolis Symphony and Vaughan Williams’s
Dona nobis pacem with Bergen Philharmonic.
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SARAH CONNOLLY MEZZO-SOPRANO

A regular guest in the world’s great opera
houses highlights on stage have included
Purcell’s Dido (La Scala); Komponist
(Metropolitan Opera); Fricka and Brangäne
(Covent Garden); Giulio Cesare and Brangäne
(Glyndebourne); Sesto and Ariodante (Aix-en-
Provence); Phèdre (Paris Opera); Brangäne
(Baden-Baden); Orfeo (Bayerische Staatsoper);
Nerone and Agrippina (Gran Teatro del Liceu)
and Maria Stuarda and Roméo (Opera North).
Her many roles for the ENO have include Sesto,
Medea, Octavian, Agrippina, Ariodante, Xerxes,
Ruggiero, Roméo and Didon.

She has appeared in recital in London, New
York, Paris, Amsterdam, Rotterdam, Stuttgart
and at the Aldeburgh, Cheltenham, Edinburgh
and Schwarzenberg Festivals and her many
concert engagements include appearances at
the Lucerne, Salzburg, Tanglewood and Three
Choirs Festivals and at the BBC Proms where,
in 2009, she was a memorable guest soloist
at The Last Night.

She is particularly admired for her
performances of Mahler’s music and notable
appearances include his Symphony No. 2 with
the Boston Symphony Orchestra/von
Dohnányi, the Philadelphia Orchestra/Nézet-
Séguin and with the Leipzig
Gewandhausorcester/Chailly, Lieder eines
fahrenden Gesellan with the OAE/Jurowski
and with the Rotterdam Philharmonic
Orchestra/Nézet-Séguin, Des Knaben
Wunderhorn with the Orchestre des Champs
Elyseés/Herreweghe, the Rukertlieder with the
Hallé/Elder and Das Lied von der Erde with
the London Philharmonic Orchestra/Nézet-
Séguin and also with the Royal
Concertgebouworkest/Harding.

Sarah Connolly was made CBE in the 2010
New Year’s Honours List. In 2011 she was
honoured by the Incorporated Society of
Musicians and presented with the
Distinguished Musician Award she is the
recipient of the the Royal Philharmonic
Society’s 2012 Singer Award.

ANNE-MARIE OWENS
MEZZO-SOPRANO

Born in South Shields, Anne-Marie Owens studied
at the Guildhall School of Music & Drama and
made her professional debut as Mistress Quickly
in Falstaff for Glyndebourne Touring Opera.

As one of Britain’s leading mezzo-sopranos,
Anne-Marie has performed for many of the
world’s great opera companies, including the
Royal Opera House, Covent Garden,
Glyndebourne, Scottish Opera, Welsh National
Opera, Opera North, Opéra National de Paris, La
Monnaie, Lausanne, New York City Opera,
Santiago Opera, Arizona Opera, Santa Fe Opera,
Lyric Opera of Chicago, Teatro Lirico di Cagliari,
the Komische Oper, Berlin, Bayerische
Staatsoper, Opera Australia and at the Hong
Kong and Saito Kinen Festivals. Anne-Marie’s
vast operatic repertoire has included Brangäne
in Tristan und Isolde, Amneris in Aida, Azucena
in Il Trovatore, Venus in Tannhäuser, Herodias in
Salome and Santuzza in Cavalleria Rusticana.
While maintaining many of these roles in her
repertoire, further engagements have included
Madelon in Andrea Chenier for Scottish Opera,
Ragonde in Le Comte Ory for Garsington Opera,

Witch in Hänsel und Gretel and Jezibaba in
Rusalka for Opera Australia, Herodias in
Salome for both Santa Fe Opera and Opera
North, Marcellina in Le nozze di Figaro, Mrs
Grose in Turn of the Screw for Glyndebourne on
Tour, Azucena in Il Trovatore for WNO, Fricka in
Das Rheingold and Die Walküre for
Nederlandse Reisopera, Dame Hannah in
Ruddigore for Opera North, Princess Clarissa in
Love for Three Oranges for Grange Park Opera,
The Tsar’s Bride for the Royal Opera House,
Covent Garden and Judith Weir’s Miss Fortune
for Bregenz Festival and Covent Garden.

Anne-Marie is also in much demand on the
concert platform, where she regularly performs
the works of Mahler, Vaughan Williams, Elgar
and the choral works of Verdi, Handel,
Mendelssohn, Mozart and Beethoven with
such orchestras as the London Symphony
Orchestra, Orchestra of the Age of
Enlightenment, Detroit Symphony Orchestra,
BBC Symphony Orchestra, City of Birmingham
Symphony Orchestra, Royal Scottish National
Orchestra, City of London Sinfonia and
Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra. 
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STEFAN VINKE TENOR

German tenor Stefan Vinke studied at the
Music Academy of Cologne. From 1999 to
2005 he was a member of the ensemble at
the Nationaltheater Mannheim where he
flourished in variety of roles  including Tristan,
Florestan, Parsifal, Lohengrin, Siegmund, Erik
and other leading tenor roles such as
Idomeneo, Don José and Hoffmann. New roles
were added – such as Un Emigrante in
Luigi Nonos’s Intolleranza, Andrea Chénier, Jim
Mahony, Max, Paul in Die tote Stadt – on
stages including the Opéra de Paris, opera
houses in Cologne, Geneva, Stuttgart and at
the Teatro La Fenice.

Since his debut as Siegfried in 2006 in Robert
Carsen’s production of The Ring at the
Cologne Opera, Stefan Vinke has performed
this role in productions in Venice, Lisbon,
Strasbourg, Weimar, Deutsche Oper Berlin and
at the Salzburg Easter Festival in 2010. With
Wagner at the centre of his career he performs
amongst other places in Madrid, Hong Kong
and CSO Chicago (Tristan), Hamburg, Berlin

and Peking (Lohengrin), Munich, Geneva,
Philadelphia (Ariadne auf Naxos) and Valencia
(Samson et Dalila), the Bayreuth Festival
(Stolzing and Tristan), Covent Garden, Sevilla,
Melbourne and Seattle (Siegfried), Bayerische
Staatsoper (Erik) under the baton of directors
including Sir Simon Rattle, Jeffrey Tate, Lothar
Zagrosek, Donald Runnicles and Philippe
Jordan. He has sung the tenor role in Mahler’s
Symphony No. 8 at the Royal Albert Hall
(BBC), Bamberg and at the Enescu Festival.

MARK STONE BARITONE

Baritone Mark Stone studied mathematics at
King’s College, Cambridge, and singing at the
Guildhall School of Music and Drama. In 1998
he was awarded the Decca Prize at the
Kathleen Ferrier Awards.

His recent engagements have included the
title role in Don Giovanni for the Hamburg
State Opera and Deutsche Oper Berlin; Il
Conte in Le nozze di Figaro in Hamburg and
Cologne; Eisenstein in Die Fledermaus and

Belcore in L’Elisir d’amore at the Welsh
National Opera; Demetrius in A Midsummer
Night’s Dream at Opera North; Lescaut in
Manon Lescaut in Leipzig; Elviro in Serse for
the Royal Swedish Opera; Yeletsky in Pique
Dame, Danilo in Die lustige Witwe; and Ottakar
in Der Freischütz for Opéra de Montpellier and
Mountjoy in Britten’s Gloriana for the Royal
Opera House, Covent Garden. His many roles
at the English National Opera have included
the title role in Don Giovanni, Il Conte in Le
nozze di Figaro, Guglielmo, Marcello in La
bohème, Figaro in Il barbiere di Siviglia, Enrico
in Lucia di Lammermoor, Silvio I Pagliacci,
Chou-en-Lai in Nixon in China and Prince
Yamadori in Madama Butterfly.

In the United States he has sung Ford in Falstaff,
Germont in La traviata, Papageno in Die
Zauberflöte and the title role in Gianni Schicchi
for Philadelphia Opera, and Guglielmo in Così
fan tutte in Santa Fe. He recently appeared in
the U.S. as the Ferryman in Britten’s Curlew River
in Netia Jones’ production.

On the concert platform he has sung Britten’s
War Requiem at La Scala Milan with the
Orchestra Sinfonica di Milano Giuseppe Verdi

and Xian Zhang, and at the Amsterdam
Concertgebouw with Jaap van Zweden;
Rossini’s Guillaume Tell at the BBC Proms with
the Accademia Nazionale di Santa Cecilia and
Antonio Pappano; the title role in Sweeney
Todd with the Bayerischer Rundfunk in Munich;
A Sea Symphony with the Dusseldorfer
Symphoniker and Sir Roger Norrington, and
The Dream of Gerontius with James Judd at
the Vienna Konzerthaus.  

STEPHEN GADD BARITONE

Born in Berkshire, Stephen Gadd won the
Kathleen Ferrier Memorial Scholarship, and was
a finalist in the inaugural Plácido Domingo
Operalia Competition. In opera, he has
appeared at the Baden Baden, Buxton,
Glyndebourne, Lucerne and Salzburg Festivals,
and with the Royal Opera, English National
Opera, Glyndebourne Festival Opera, Grange
Park Opera, Opera Holland Park, Opera North,
Scottish Opera, Welsh National Opera, Dallas
Opera, Finnish National Opera, the Netherlands
Opera, the Norwegian Opera, the Paris Opera,
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the Opéra de Metz, the Opéra national de
Montpellier, the Opéra de Nantes, the Opéra
national du Rhin and the Opéra de Rouen. 

His repertoire has included Balstrode in Peter
Grimes, Mr Redburn in Billy Budd, Enrico in
Lucia di Lammermoor, Peter in Hänsel und
Gretel, the title role in Don Giovanni, Count
Almaviva in Le nozze di Figaro, The Speaker in
Die Zauberflöte, Marcello in La bohème,
Sharpless in Madama Butterfly, Prince Yeletsky
in The Queen of Spades, Anckarström in Un
ballo in maschera, Giorgio Germont in La
traviata, Kurwenal in Tristan und Isolde and
Lysiart in Euryanthe.

Stephen Gadd has recorded extensively and
concert highlights have included
performances with the Bournemouth
Symphony Orchestra, the City of Birmingham
Symphony Orchestra, the Gothenburg
Symphony Orchestra, the Mahler Chamber
Orchestra, the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra,
the Royal Scottish National Symphony
Orchestra, the RTÉ Concert Orchestra, the

Southbank Sinfonia and the Ulster Orchestra.

Conductors with whom he has worked include
Stephen Barlow, Łukasz Borowicz Rafael
Frühbeck de Burgos, Daniel Harding, Vladimir
Jurowski, Gianluca Marcianò, Kent Nagano,
Andris Nelsons, Ilyich Rivas, Carlo Rizzi, Esa-
Pekka Salonen, Walter Weller and John Wilson.

PHILHARMONIA CHORUS
Patron HRH The Prince of Wales
President Jeffrey Tate CBE
Chorus Master Stefan Bevier

An independent symphony chorus based in
London, the Philharmonia Chorus was founded
in 1957 by Walter Legge, and quickly
established itself as one of Europe’s leading
symphony choruses. Over the course of its
distinguished history, the Chorus has performed
with many leading conductors, and has
appeared in the USA and throughout Europe.

The Chorus performs the central symphonic
choral repertoire, as well as opera and film

music. Highlights over the past few years have
been Verdi’s Messa da Requiem with Daniele
Gatti and the Philharmonia Orchestra,
Brahms’ Ein deutsches Requiem with Andris
Nelsons and the Philharmonia Orchestra, and
with Jeffrey Tate and the Hamburg Symphony
Orchestra in the Laeiszhalle, Hamburg; James
MacMillan’s St John Passion and Frank
Martin’s Golgotha with the BBC Concert
Orchestra and Stephen Cleobury; Beethoven’s
Missa Solemnis with the Orchestra of the Age
of Enlightenment and Gianandrea Noseda;
Ravel’s Daphnis et Chloé with the Royal
Philharmonic Orchestra and Charles Dutoit;
and Mahler’s Symphony No.2 ‘Resurrection’
with the Swedish Radio Choir and the Swedish
Radio Symphony Orchestra conducted by
Daniel Harding at the BBC Proms.

The Chorus has made many recordings, and
its recording of Mahler’s Resurrection
Symphony was nominated in the 2015
Grammy awards. The Chorus’ performances
are regularly broadcast on BBC Radio 3.

www.philharmoniachorus.co.uk

Stefan Bevier originally studied singing and
double bass at the Hochschule der Künste,
Berlin. He was a member of the Orchestra
Academy of the Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra
as well as a regular deputy for them under
Herbert von Karajan. He studied singing with
Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau, Schuch-Tovini and
Aribert Reimann, and conducting with the
former Chief Conductor of the Berlin
Philharmonic, Sergiu Celibidache. He started
working with the Philharmonia Chorus in 1999,
and was appointed Chorus Master in 2010.

PHILHARMONIA VOICES

Philharmonia Voices was formed by Aidan
Oliver in 2004 to collaborate with the
Philharmonia Orchestra on a huge range of
repertoire. Since then the choir has
established itself as one of the most exciting
professional choruses in London, attracting
consistently high praise from the critics for its
performances with conductors including Esa-
Pekka Salonen, Vladimir Ashkenazy, Lorin
Maazel, Richard Hickox and John Wilson.
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Notable triumphs have included performances
of 20th-century masterpieces such as
Stravinsky’s Oedipus Rex and Schoenberg’s
Gurrelieder (subsequently released as a
critically lauded live recording), while major
operatic milestones have included the
European première of Shostakovich’s Orango
and an acclaimed performance of
Dallapiccola’s neglected Il prigioniero. At the
lighter end of the repertoire, performances of
Singin’ in the Rain, Yeomen of the Guard and
Die Fledermaus have led to a burgeoning
relationship with John Wilson, while
Philharmonia Voices has also been central to
the orchestra’s groundbreaking multi-media
projects, including the award-winning touring
installation ‘Universe of Sound’ and the first-
ever screenings of Kubrick’s 2001: A Space
Odyssey with live soundtrack.

The members of Philharmonia Voices are drawn
from some of the finest young singers in the
country, many of them either at the start of their
professional careers or completing their
conservatoire studies. The size and make-up of
the choir is able to be tailored precisely to the

varying demands of each collaboration by
Director Aidan Oliver, providing the Philharmonia
Orchestra with a choral partnership of
outstanding quality and unique flexibility.

www.philharmoniavoices.org

BBC SYMPHONY CHORUS

The BBC Symphony Chorus was founded in
1928 and its early appearances included
premieres of Bartók’s Cantata profana,
Stravinsky’s Perséphone and Mahler’s Eighth
Symphony. This commitment to new music is
undiminished today, with premieres and
commissions in recent years of works by Sir Peter
Maxwell Davies, Judith Weir and John Tavener.

In its appearances with the BBC Symphony
Orchestra and at the BBC Proms, it performs a
wide range of challenging repertoire, most of
which is broadcast on BBC Radio 3.

As well as featuring in dedicated studio
recordings for Radio 3, the chorus has also
made commercial recordings, including

Holst’s Choral Symphony and Elgar’s The
Dream of Gerontius under Sir Andrew Davis
(the former receiving a Grammy nomination),
Szymanowski’s Stabat mater, Harnasie and
Symphony No. 3 under Edward Gardner and
Brett Dean’s Vexations and Devotions.

Uniquely among symphony choruses, the BBC
Symphony Chorus has specialised in
performing large-scale a cappella choral
repertoire, including Schoenberg’s Friede auf
Erden and Poulenc’s Figure humaine.

Under its Director, Stephen Jackson, the
chorus has made commercial discs of works
by Carl Rutti and Judith Bingham, and
performed specially commissioned works by
Richard Rodney Bennett, Mark-Anthony
Turnage and Stephen Montague.

BOYS OF THE ETON COLLEGE
CHAPEL CHOIR

Eton College is an all-boys boarding school
founded in 1440 by King Henry VI in honour of
the Blessed Virgin Mary. At the same time he
founded its sister college, King’s College

Cambridge, and gave each its chapel in
magnificent Perpendicular style. The Foundation
of Eton College provided 10 men and 16 boys
to sing the services, and, with a few breaks, the
choir has been singing in Eton College Chapel
from then until the present day. The school now
has over 1300 pupils accommodated in 25
boarding houses. The choir is 53 strong, all boys
in the school, about a third of whom were
choristers at cathedrals or chapels before they
came to Eton. The choral tradition is maintained
by the regular singing of evensongs and school
services throughout the term time. Music
Scholarships are offered annually to enable
talented boys to continue their secondary
education at Eton, and many Music Scholars
are members of the Choir. 

In September 2012 Tim Johnson was
appointed Precentor and Director of Music at
Eton College. Highlights of his first three years
directing the College Chapel Choir at Eton have
included a recording of Duruflé’s Requiem, and
concert tours of China, Japan and India. The
choir recently worked with David Starkey on his
BBC series, ‘Music and Monarchy’.
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LORIN MAAZEL
1930-2014

The world-renowned conductor, composer, and
mentor Maestro Lorin Maazel, devoted more
than 75 years of his life to music making.

A second-generation American, born in Paris on
March 6, 1930, Lorin Maazel began violin
lessons at age five and conducting lessons at
age seven. He studied with Vladimir
Bakaleinikoff, and appeared publicly for the
first time at age eight. Between ages nine and
15, he conducted most of the major American
orchestras, including the NBC Symphony at the
invitation of Arturo Toscanini. In the course of
his decades-long career, Maestro Maazel
conducted more than 150 orchestras in no
fewer than 5,000 opera and concert
performances. He made more than 300
recordings, including symphonic cycles of
complete orchestral works by Beethoven,
Brahms, Debussy, Mahler, Schubert,
Tchaikovsky, Rachmaninoff, and Richard
Strauss, winning ten Grands Prix du Disques.

Maestro Maazel was also a highly regarded
composer, with a wide-ranging catalog of works
written primarily over the last 15 years. His first
opera, 1984, based on George Orwell’s literary
masterpiece, had its world premiere at the
Royal Opera House, Covent Garden and a sold-
out revival at La Scala, Milan.

During his career, Maestro Maazel served as
Artistic Director of the Deutsche Oper Berlin
and General Manager of the Vienna State
Opera, as Music Director of the Radio
Symphony of Berlin, the Symphony Orchestra
of the Bavarian Radio, the Pittsburgh
Symphony, the Cleveland Orchestra, the Munich
Philharmonic, and the New York Philharmonic.
In the last year, he maintained an active
conducting schedule, leading 111 concerts in
2013 alone, from Oman to Munich.

A true citizen of the world, fluent in seven
languages, Maestro Maazel led orchestras and
performances around the globe. He viewed
music as a bridge-builder. During his career, he
worked in East Berlin and the former Soviet

Union. In February 2008, he and the New York
Philharmonic visited Pyongyang, North Korea, to
perform a concert broadcast on North Korean
state television, airing live internationally. “I have
always believed that the arts, per se, and their
exponents, artists, have a broader role to play
in the public arena. But it must be totally
apolitical, nonpartisan, and free of issue-
specific agendas. It is a role of the highest
possible order; bringing peoples and their
cultures together on common ground, where the
roots of peaceful interchange can imperceptibly
but irrevocably take hold,” he wrote in the Wall
Street Journal in 2008. The North Korean
defector singer Ji Hae Nam told CNN’s
Christiane Amanpour that the concert was: “an
opportunity for North Korean people to realize
that America is not as bad as they’ve learned.”

With his wife, Dietlinde Turban Maazel, he
founded the Castleton Festival in 2009 and has
held annual summer performances and training
seminars since then at state-of-the-art venues
they built on his Virginia farm. Knowing the
value of mentoring he himself benefited from

as a youth, Maestro Maazel established the
Castleton Festival with a mission: it would be a
“vista-opener,” in his words, an opportunity to
nurture young musicians through mentoring
and performing, to draw audiences to
performances showcasing young talent, and to
bring fresh energy to classical music alongside
established artists such as Denyce Graves and
Sir James Galway.

The Castleton Festival is Maestro Maazel’s
legacy. As the music soared, he rejoiced in
seeing young players, singers, and conductors
be transported to unimagined realms.
Addressing the audience at the June 28, 2014
opening night of the Castleton Festival, Maestro
Maazel described working with the young
orchestra and singers as a “more than a labour
of love – a labour of joy.” 
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SIGCD358 P 2015 Philharmonia Orchestra
C 2015 Signum Records

DDD
24 bit digital recording

CD1
Part One
Veni, creator spiritus                               30.13

CD2
Part Two
Final scene from Goethe’s Faust             68.00

Total timings:                                           98.13
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MAHLER LORIN MAAZEL
SYMPHONY NO. 9

Recorded at Southbank Centre’s Royal Festival Hall, London, 1 October 2011
Producer – Misha Donat�
Engineer – Jonathan Stokes, Classic Sound Ltd�
Design – With Relish (for the Philharmonia Orchestra) and Darren Rumney 
Cover image CLebrecht Music & Arts

P2015 Philharmonia Orchestra
C2015 Signum Records
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2 3

CD1
1 I. Andante comodo                                                                                 35.48

2 II. Im Tempo eines gemächlichen Ländlers. 
Etwas täppisch und sehr derb                                                               15.52

CD2
1 III. Rondo-Burleske. Allegro assai. Sehr trotzig                                         15.03

2 IV. Adagio. Sehr langsam und noch zurückhaltend                                  29.09

Total timings:                                                                                             95.56

PHILHARMONIA ORCHESTRA
LORIN MAAZEL CONDUCTOR

� www.signumrecords.com

GUSTAV MAHLER
SYMPHONY NO. 9

“On Mahler”

A century after his death, Mahler’s music
resonates more powerfully than ever. Its
unique mix of passionate intensity and
terrifying self-doubt seems to speak directly to
our age. One moment visionary, the next
despairing, this is music that sweeps us up in
its powerful current and draws us along in its
drama. We feel its moments of ecstatic rapture
and catastrophic loss as if they were our own.
This is not music for detached contemplation:
it matters to us, urgently and directly. Its
musical language may be romantic, but what
makes Mahler’s music so distinctively modern
is its unflinching honesty – its embrace of the
contradictions of life and of art. Few
composers wrote music of such searing lyrical
intensity, nor music that is often ironic to the
point of parody. But it took a long time for this
unique tone to be understood; in his own
time, critics heard Mahler’s ability to see the
world from several perspectives as a sign of
insincerity. Today, we tend to read it as quite
the opposite.

2 3

Mahler’s earlier symphonies frequently draw
on the world of his Wunderhorn songs –
settings of simple folk poems about birds and
animals, saints and sinners, soldiers and their
lovers. But this apparently naive, even childlike
tone is found alongside vast musical
canvasses that depict the end of the world. In
quieter, more intimate movements, Mahler
seems to speak intimately and directly to the
listener, but the big outer movements are
addressed to the entire world. At its most
sentimental, Mahler’s music echoes the fairy-
tales of children’s picture books, yet in the
next moment it marches with gritted teeth and
unleashes terrifying violence.

All this makes for great symphonic dramas,
often lasting more than an hour, which imply a
vivid sense of storytelling without ever being
confined to a specific programme (as a young
man, Mahler adopted the idea of programmes
from the tone poems of Richard Strauss, but
soon abandoned them). This is a composer
who insisted that the symphony should
‘include the whole world’ – hence its
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bewildering mix of different characters, and
the sense that, for him, it worked rather like
the great novels of the 19th century, such as
those by Dostoyevsky or Balzac.

We should remember that Mahler was a man
of the theatre who, for the 30 years of his
professional life, spent most of his time and
energy conducting in the opera house. He
knew how to create an effect, to stage a scene
and to pace a drama. But, like anyone who has
worked in the theatre, he had an acute sense
that all art is ultimately artifice and make-
believe. His favourite writers were those whose
works underline their own fictionality which is
why, after the dust of the drama has settled,
there is a quality of Mahler’s music that recalls
the enchanted forest of Shakespeare’s A
Midsummer Night’s Dream.

Perhaps it is this many-sided character to the
music that feeds our fascination with Mahler
himself. Of course, this was fuelled by the
composer. Mahler subscribed fully to the
Romantic idea that art is made from the life of

the artist and, in comments to friends, letters,
and annotations on his scores, he encouraged
listening to his music as a kind of
autobiography, as Berlioz had before him.

But like all great art, Mahler’s music far
exceeds the life that made it, just as it far
exceeds his own age. His symphonies look
back to those of Beethoven and Schubert, but
at the same time forwards to the music of
Shostakovich and Britten. In his later works he
was increasingly drawn to the music of Bach,
at the same time that his own music was
revered by the young Schoenberg and his
pupils. This is music that crosses historical
boundaries – as contemporary and vital now
as it was a hundred years ago.

Maestro Lorin Maazel, 2011

Symphony No. 9 (1909-10)

In 1907, after more than a decade as Director
of the Vienna Court Opera, Mahler accepted a
post at the Metropolitan Opera in New York. For
the remaining four years of his life, he spent
six months in New York (October to March) and
six months in Austria (April to September),
where he continued to spend the summer in
his beloved mountain landscapes. Das Lied
von der Erde, the Eighth, Ninth and unfinished
Tenth symphonies were all written in a small
forest hut in the Dolomites (then part of
Austria, now in Italy). The tension Mahler
endured all his life, between a hectic
conducting season in the city and the solitude
of his summer composing retreats, must have
felt even more pronounced in these last years.
Returning to the idyllic peace of the Tyrol, after
long transatlantic crossings and the
foreignness of his American life (he spoke very
little English), must have been marked by an
overwhelming sense of homecoming. Such a
feeling is evident in both Das Lied von der Erde
and the Ninth Symphony.

Mahler’s late music is often associated with the
idea of farewell, specifically a farewell to life itself
(he was diagnosed with a fatal heart disease in
1907). This association was first elaborated after
the posthumous première of the Ninth Symphony
on 26 June 1912, conducted in Vienna by Bruno
Walter. The idea was repeated over and again,
and continues today as a dominant reading of
the symphony. ‘If you want to learn to weep,’ wrote
one critic after the première, ‘you should listen to
the first movement of the Ninth, the great,
magnificent song of ultimate farewell.’ But one
should be cautious about reading the Ninth
Symphony too literally. Mahler’s biographer,
Henry-Louis de La Grange, underlines that the
effects of Mahler’s heart disease have often been
exaggerated. When he wrote the Ninth, at the age
of 49, he was in good health, and at the end of
that summer returned not only to his post at the
Metropolitan Opera, but to conduct his first
season with the New York Philharmonic (some 46
concerts). The following year he drafted the
majority of his Tenth Symphony and had the
greatest success of his composing career with the
triumphal première of the Eighth Symphony in
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Munich, before travelling back to New York for his
fourth season there. Hardly, perhaps, the actions
of a man on his deathbed.

So one might hear in the Ninth Symphony,
alongside Mahler’s lifelong theme of farewell, a
powerful sense of return. The first movement is
saturated with this double-edged sense, of both
a final homecoming and of a world viewed from
an increasingly great distance. The Mahler who
returned from New York in 1909 to the luminous
space of the Austrian mountains was not quite
the same Mahler who set out as a young man
in the First Symphony, some 20 years earlier.
The lively gait of Mahler’s ‘fahrenden Gesellen’,
striding across the fields on a spring morning,
has now become the rather halting pace of his
opening, decidedly autumnal Andante. The
peculiar intensity of this movement has
something to do with its retrospective gaze, a
quality shared with those unbelievably bright
autumn days when everything seems to stand
out in blinding focus. Alban Berg, present at the
première, captured this sense in a letter to his
wife: ‘The first movement is the most glorious he

ever wrote. It expresses an extraordinary love of
this earth, for Nature; the longing to live on it in
peace, to enjoy it completely, to the very heart
of one’s being, before death comes, as
irresistibly it does.’

The Ninth Symphony opens tentatively and in a
curiously fragmentary way: a single, faltering
rhythm shared between the cello and horn, a low
harp figure like the tolling of bells, a rustling in
the violas and a single phrase of a distant horn
call. Only as these broken elements coalesce
does the music gain a downbeat and the
Andante proper begin. The songlike theme in the
violins seems to generate itself little by little, from
a single sighing fall to an increasingly expansive
melody. Its proximity to the Leb’wohl (Farewell)
theme of Beethoven’s Les Adieux sonata, and
Mahler’s scribbled annotations on the score,
have always marked out this D major ‘song’ as
one of poignant valediction. Others have
suggested that the theme closely resembles a
melody from Johann Strauss’s waltz suite Freut
Euch des Lebens (Enjoy life!), which makes
sense given its tinge of sentimentality and

Mahler’s inclination to irony even at moments of
greatest sincerity. There is also a telling overlap
with the closing pages of Das Lied von der Erde.
Mahler’s much-discussed use of pentatonicism
in that earlier work, to achieve its uniquely
weightless ending, is also present at the start of
the Ninth. As the violin melody falls (F sharp to
E) so the counterpoint in the horn rises (A to B).
The symmetry of the movement and the resulting
harmonic richness, suggest a simple motion that
might rock gently back and forth for ever.

But this is not the end of a work, it is the
beginning. Mahler uses his poignantly lyrical
Andante in D major as one element in a
polarised opposition. The negative pole is a
more impassioned and chromatic version in D
minor. With each successive alternation
between the two, the distance between these
worlds seems to increase, as the music plunges
from heroic striving, on the brink of some
rapturous breakthrough, to moments of
complete collapse into a shadowy, empty
landscape (Mahler’s marking is Schattenhaft -
shadowy). Berg’s reading, that the whole first

movement ‘is based on a premonition of
death’, captures the proximity in this music
between the terror of an implacable force and
the sense of cherishing every last detail of the
earth. Faced with no hope of reconciling such
an opposition, the end of the movement is
shaped by quiet withdrawal and dream-like
reminiscence. Mahler marks the final page of
the score ‘lingering’; in the sketches, he wrote
simply ‘Leb’wohl!’ (Farewell!).

The second movement alternates four
contrasting Austrian dances - two Ländler (of
the countryside) and two waltzes (of the city).
The first Ländler is marked ‘somewhat clumsy
and very crude’, its raw quality underlined by
the bad behaviour of the horns and the
instruction to the violinists to play ‘like fiddlers’.
This is a country dance in heavy, muddy boots,
done with great affection even as it gently falls
apart into garrulous repetitions. The rustic
cartoon is interrupted by a mad waltz that
spirals out of control, changing key with a sense
of drunken abandon. A second waltz, given in
the low brass, sounds as though a military
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band has invaded the orchestra, before a
second, slower Ländler wistfully recollects a
quieter, more rural life. Mahler’s modernity here
lies not so much in his materials (bewilderingly
familiar to his first listeners) but in the way that
he foregrounds the lack of fit between them as
the music lurches from the frivolous to the
grotesque, the sentimental to the modern. At
the end of the movement, he allows his
orchestra to fall apart like a machine shedding
its parts one by one. The music breaks into
fragments, scattered around the orchestra, until
the whole thing simply runs out of steam. 

In the third movement, the sense of distortion
and exaggeration is greatly magnified. Mahler’s
Rondo-Burleske presents a highly energetic
and contrapuntal music, but one that struggles
to contain its plural voices, all tugging in
different directions at once. Just as it seems
ready to implode under its own weight, this
unrelentingly strict style gives way to a
lightweight music that sounds like operetta
(some critics heard echoes of Lehár’s The
Merry Widow). The recurrent interruption of one

element by the other is eventually broken by an
astonishingly self-conscious act of authorial
intrusion. Mahler ‘rips up’ the music heard thus
far, like a film-director suddenly intercutting a
completely different scene. A series of glissandi
in the harp introduces a disjointed set of
musical voices - some of them grotesque and
distorted (the E flat clarinet) and others
earnestly expressive (the solo trumpet). This
whole passage, suspended out of normal
symphonic time, functions like a set of dream
visions of what might yet be, before we are
thrown back into the movement’s opening
material, gathering its ferocious force all the
way to the end.

What are we to make of the tone of this
movement, signalled by Mahler’s pointed title
of Rondo-Burleske? The musicologist Stephen
Hefling calls it ‘virtuosically sarcastic’ and there
are plenty of echoes of Berlioz’s technique, in
the Finale of the Symphonie fantastique, of
presenting grotesquely distorted and
caricatured versions of material earlier given as
noble and beautiful. The studied contrapuntal

texture of the movement seems to suggest
Mahler’s fascination and admiration, in the last
decade of his life, for the music of Bach, but
here this musical technique for harmonious
order seems to spin off in all directions and
produce the opposite result. The same is true
of Mahler’s use of the orchestra, which
throughout this symphony breaks up musical
lines into smaller, dissociated particles, just like
contemporary painters were doing with colour
at the same time. For the concert-goers of
Vienna or Munich or Paris, the orchestra
represented one of the highest achievements
of European culture, a model of perfect
integration and coherence, yet Mahler seems
to set this well-oiled machine at odds with
itself, breaking its voice from within. It is
perhaps no wonder that critics reacted with
such angry incomprehension.

Though Mahler had ended a symphony with a
hymn-like Adagio before, in the Third Symphony,
its affirmative conclusion is completely at odds
with the extended withdrawal of the Adagio that
concludes the Ninth. In the closing years of the

19th century there was a deliberate attempt
among Austro-German composers to recover
the noble solemnity associated with some of
Beethoven’s Adagio movements and the Adagio
of Mahler’s Ninth has sometimes been
compared to that of Beethoven’s last String
Quartet (Op.135). For us, Bruckner’s Ninth
Symphony may provide the most obvious
model, though when it was premièred
posthumously in Vienna in 1903, his Te Deum
was inserted in place of the Finale that
Bruckner failed to complete before his death in
1896. Mahler’s Adagio ending, like that to
Tchaikovsky’s Pathétique Symphony (of 1893),
was fully intended to be the close of the work.

The Finale stands in absolute and complete
contrast to the Scherzo and Rondo-Burleske.
Where they delivered a succession of ironic
voices, thrown around the orchestra in a mad
whirl, the Adagio presents one of his most
intense statements of an authentic lyrical voice.
It is signalled in its solemn and hymn-like gait,
but above all in the intensity of tone that he
wrings from the close scoring of the strings. That
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the orchestra stands in for a kind of internalised
singing voice is underlined by the drawn out and
unaccompanied anacrusis with which the
movement begins – its upward reach, turn figure
and painfully accented descent are like an
extremely slowed-down and exaggerated version
of a singer’s decoration of a cadence, before
returning to the main melody of an aria. Here, and
repeatedly throughout this movement, Mahler
stretches his musical voice almost to breaking
point. As Adorno put it: ‘He charges tonality with
an expression that it is no longer constituted to
bear. Overstretched, its voice cracks…The forced
tone itself becomes expressive.’

Once again, progress is defined by the alternation
of two different types of music - the richly scored,
passionate and painfully beautiful opening, and
a passage of bare, two-part music, shocking for
its apparent emptiness and marked to be played
‘without emotion’. But the hymn-like tread of the
opening music is constantly misdirected from its
goal by a spiralling chord sequence first heard in
the first waltz of the Scherzo. The arrival and
closure for which this music seems to strive is

constantly withheld. Yet in spite of everything - the
emptiness of the silences, the absence of arrival,
the dissolution of the voice - the music continues.
If the Ninth is indeed a farewell, it does not ‘go
gentle into that good night’.

Nobody who feels this music intensely would
be so crass as to attempt to say ‘what it is’ that
Mahler’s music sings about. What lingers long
after the resonance of the last fragile notes
have died away into silence, is that he did -
that such a passionate singing was voiced. As
all three preceding movements have done, the
Finale also ends by means of a gradual
process of fragmentation, but whereas the
middle movements break down or fall apart,
the Finale gently dissolves, its constituent
lines, no longer held together, evaporate one
by one. The final Adagissimo must be the
longest last page in music history, as the
remaining fragments of melodic lines, receding
into the distance, are gradually reclaimed by
an incoming tide of silence.

© Julian Johnson
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residencies at the Marlowe Theatre in
Canterbury and the Three Choirs Festival. The
Philharmonia’s extensive touring schedule in
2014/15 included a major series in Taiwan
and Japan with Esa-Pekka Salonen, a tour to
Mexico, Colombia, Peru and Brazil with Vladimir
Ashkenazy, and concerts in France, Germany,
Austria, Belgium, Spain, Switzerland,
Luxembourg and Poland. 

During its first six decades, the Philharmonia
Orchestra has collaborated with most of the
great classical artists of the 20th century.
Conductors associated with the Orchestra
include Furtwängler, Richard Strauss, Toscanini,
Cantelli, Karajan and Giulini. Otto Klemperer
was the first of many outstanding Principal
Conductors, and other great names have
included Lorin Maazel (Associate Principal
Conductor), Sir Charles Mackerras (Principal
Guest Conductor), Riccardo Muti (Principal
Conductor and Music Director), Kurt Sanderling
(Conductor Emeritus) and Giuseppe Sinopoli
(Music Director). As well as Esa-Pekka Salonen,
current titled conductors are Christoph von

Dohnányi (Honorary Conductor for Life) and
Vladimir Ashkenazy (Conductor Laureate). 

The Philharmonia Orchestra continues to pride
itself on its long-term collaborations with the
finest musicians of our day, supporting new as
well as established artists. This policy extends
into the Orchestra itself, where many of the
players have solo or chamber music careers
alongside their work with the Orchestra. The
Philharmonia’s Martin Musical Scholarship
Fund has for many years supported talented
musicians at the start of their careers, including
an Orchestral Award, which allows two young
players every year to gain performing
experience within the Orchestra. 

The Orchestra is also recognised for its
innovative programming policy, at the heart of
which is a commitment to performing and
commissioning new works by leading
composers, among them the Artistic Director of
its Music of Today series, Unsuk Chin. Since
1945 the Philharmonia Orchestra has
commissioned more than 100 new works from

CDs and computer games. Under Esa-Pekka
Salonen a series of flagship, visionary projects
– City of Dreams: Vienna 1900 -1935 (2009),
Bill Viola’s Tristan und Isolde (2010), Infernal
Dance: Inside the World of Béla Bartók (2011)
and Woven Words, a celebration of Witold
Lutosławski’s centenary year – have been
critically acclaimed. The latest such project, City
of Light: Paris 1900-1950, was launched in
November 2014 and headlined the Orchestra’s
2014/15 season.

In 2015 the Orchestra celebrated the 20th

Anniversary of the foundation of its much
admired UK and International Residency
Programme, which began in 1995 with the
launch of its residencies at Bedford Corn
Exchange and London’s Southbank Centre.
During 2014/15 the Orchestra not only
performed more than 35 concerts at
Southbank Centre’s Royal Festival Hall, but also
entered its 18th year as Resident Orchestra of
De Montfort Hall in Leicester and its 14th year
as Orchestra in Partnership at The Anvil in
Basingstoke; and the fourth year of its

PHILHARMONIA ORCHESTRA

The Philharmonia Orchestra is one of the
world’s great orchestras. Acknowledged as the
UK’s foremost musical pioneer, with an
extraordinary recording legacy, the
Philharmonia leads the field for its quality of
playing, and for its innovative approach to
audience development, residencies, music
education and the use of new technologies in
reaching a global audience. Together with its
relationships with the world’s most sought-after
artists, most importantly its Principal Conductor
and Artistic Advisor Esa-Pekka Salonen, the
Philharmonia Orchestra is at the heart of British
musical life. 

Today, the Philharmonia has the greatest claim
of any orchestra to be the UK’s National
orchestra. It is committed to presenting the
same quality, live music making in venues
throughout the country as it brings to London
and the great concert halls of the world. The
Orchestra performs more than 150 concerts a
season, as well as recording scores for films,
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composers including Sir Harrison Birtwistle, Sir
Peter Maxwell Davies, Mark-Anthony Turnage
and James MacMillan.

Throughout its history, the Philharmonia
Orchestra has been committed to finding new
ways to bring its top quality live performance
to audiences worldwide, and to using new
technologies to achieve this. Many millions of
people since 1945 have enjoyed their first
experience of classical music through a
Philharmonia recording, and today audiences
engage with the Orchestra through computer
games, film scores, and through its YouTube
and Vimeo channels featuring almost 300
award-winning documentary films, which have
been watched by more than 3 million people
worldwide. An app, The Orchestra for iPad,
released in December 2012 and developed in
partnership with Esa-Pekka Salonen, Touch
Press and MusicSales, has sold tens of
thousands of copies and featured in Salonen’s
recent global advertising campaign for Apple’s
iPad Air.

In May 2010 the Orchestra’s digital ‘virtual
Philharmonia Orchestra’ project, RE-RITE, won
both the RPS Audience Development and
Creative Communication Awards, and after
appearances in London, Leicester and Lisbon,
toured to Dortmund in November 2011, Tianjin
in China in April/May 2012, Izmir (Turkey) in
June 2012, and in 2013 to Hamburg and the
Salzburg Festival. RE-RITE, devised with Esa-
Pekka Salonen, secured the Philharmonia’s
position as a digital innovator and its follow-up
audio-visual installation to RE-RITE, Universe of
Sound: The Planets, premièred at the Science
Museum from May to August 2012, receiving
more than 67,000 visitors. It won the 2012
RPS Award for Audiences and Engagement.
Both installations are at the heart of a major
two year audience development and education
initiative, iOrchestra (iOrchestra.co.uk), in
South West England during 2014 and 2015,
which attracted more than 45,000 participants
in its first 3 months of activity. iOrchestra also
features a new pop-up interactive digital music
installation, MusicLab, housed in a 13.5m

mobile trailer, which uses the latest
technologies to create a series of hands-on
musical games and interactions that are
designed to put the visitor in the shoes of a
composer, performer and producer.

Recording and broadcasting both continue to
play a significant part in the Orchestra’s
activities, notably through its partnership with
Signum Records, releasing new live recordings
of Philharmonia performances with its key
conductors. Since 2003 the Philharmonia has
enjoyed a major partnership with Classic FM,
as The Classic FM Orchestra on Tour, as well as
continuing to broadcast on BBC Radio 3.

www.philharmonia.co.uk
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LORIN MAAZEL
1930-2014

The world-renowned conductor, composer, and
mentor Maestro Lorin Maazel, devoted more
than 75 years of his life to music making.

A second-generation American, born in Paris on
March 6, 1930, Lorin Maazel began violin
lessons at age five and conducting lessons at
age seven. He studied with Vladimir
Bakaleinikoff, and appeared publicly for the
first time at age eight. Between ages nine and
15, he conducted most of the major American
orchestras, including the NBC Symphony at the
invitation of Arturo Toscanini. In the course of
his decades-long career, Maestro Maazel
conducted more than 150 orchestras in no
fewer than 5,000 opera and concert
performances. He made more than 300
recordings, including symphonic cycles of
complete orchestral works by Beethoven,
Brahms, Debussy, Mahler, Schubert,
Tchaikovsky, Rachmaninoff, and Richard
Strauss, winning ten Grands Prix du Disques.

Maestro Maazel was also a highly regarded
composer, with a wide-ranging catalog of works
written primarily over the last 15 years. His first
opera, 1984, based on George Orwell’s literary
masterpiece, had its world premiere at the
Royal Opera House, Covent Garden and a sold-
out revival at La Scala, Milan.

During his career, Maestro Maazel served as
Artistic Director of the Deutsche Oper Berlin
and General Manager of the Vienna State
Opera, as Music Director of the Radio
Symphony of Berlin, the Symphony Orchestra
of the Bavarian Radio, the Pittsburgh
Symphony, the Cleveland Orchestra, the Munich
Philharmonic, and the New York Philharmonic.
In the last year, he maintained an active
conducting schedule, leading 111 concerts in
2013 alone, from Oman to Munich.

A true citizen of the world, fluent in seven
languages, Maestro Maazel led orchestras and
performances around the globe. He viewed
music as a bridge-builder. During his career, he
worked in East Berlin and the former Soviet

Union. In February 2008, he and the New York
Philharmonic visited Pyongyang, North Korea, to
perform a concert broadcast on North Korean
state television, airing live internationally. “I have
always believed that the arts, per se, and their
exponents, artists, have a broader role to play
in the public arena. But it must be totally
apolitical, nonpartisan, and free of issue-
specific agendas. It is a role of the highest
possible order; bringing peoples and their
cultures together on common ground, where the
roots of peaceful interchange can imperceptibly
but irrevocably take hold,” he wrote in the Wall
Street Journal in 2008. The North Korean
defector singer Ji Hae Nam told CNN’s
Christiane Amanpour that the concert was: “an
opportunity for North Korean people to realize
that America is not as bad as they’ve learned.”

With his wife, Dietlinde Turban Maazel, he
founded the Castleton Festival in 2009 and has
held annual summer performances and training
seminars since then at state-of-the-art venues
they built on his Virginia farm. Knowing the
value of mentoring he himself benefited from

as a youth, Maestro Maazel established the
Castleton Festival with a mission: it would be a
“vista-opener,” in his words, an opportunity to
nurture young musicians through mentoring
and performing, to draw audiences to
performances showcasing young talent, and to
bring fresh energy to classical music alongside
established artists such as Denyce Graves and
Sir James Galway.

The Castleton Festival is Maestro Maazel’s
legacy. As the music soared, he rejoiced in
seeing young players, singers, and conductors
be transported to unimagined realms.
Addressing the audience at the June 28, 2014
opening night of the Castleton Festival, Maestro
Maazel described working with the young
orchestra and singers as a “more than a labour
of love – a labour of joy.” 
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